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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent ,years syste.ms modeling and digital simulatioi:i have• become 
importiµit tqols. in the study of \ecology. The modeling of biological pop-
ulations bE::gar1, with the work of Lotka (2Q) and Vol terrci (34 L and led to 
re+atively.recent simulations of ecosystems utilizing the digital comput-
e~ (7,12,13,14,15,26,27,32,37}. R,eferring to the synthesis of whole 
ecosystems, Smith (30) argues "systems oriented techniques with high 
spee<;l computers offer the only means by .which this cai:i. be accomplished''. 
This is ce~tainly not, however, the limit of digital simulation capabiF-
ties. Many.authors have suggested using computer ecosystem models.in 
. . . 
st111dyin~ propose9 management,or control policie~ (7,26,30). Although the 
efforts to gate have been limited, the ultimate go~l of this.actiyity is 
the opti1!1al. design and control of ecological systems (27). Watt. (37) 
treats res.our~e management .as an optimization problem: . how to maximize a 
rate of 4arvest, or how to minimize the density of a pest. He used a 
mathematical model of the system.to predict the effects of different man-
agement policies on yield. (19). Davidson and Clymer (7} express the 
desiral::>ility of applying computer simulation to ecosystems, particularly 
in the are~ of environmental problems. An interesting application of 
this type would _be the optimal control of a popution abate~ent ecosys-
tem. ~ example .of thi.s approach is the subject of this thesis. 
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Figure 1. Holding Pond System 
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There has been no attempt to continuously monitor or regulate bio-
logical processes in .the systemo · In this study a differential equation 
model was developed for this. ecosystem and a control philosophy. adoptedo 
Control possibilities and indicators of effluent quality were reviewed, 
4 
evolving into a control scheme and performance indexo Digital simulation 
offered verification of the model and prediction of system performance 
was carried out by applying a search algorithm to find the .minimal "cost" 
control policy o 
Modeling of the system wa~ carried out in three st~pso First, a 
model for pond ten was formulated as a class project in a joint effort. 
between the Depart111ents of Electrical Engineering and Zoology, Oklahoma 
State,Universityo Using t~e procec).ure verified by the class proje~t, 
models were then developec;l for two upstream ponds in the system, ponds 
I ' ' . 
four and seveno The three models were then linked to form a series 
similar in function t<;> the actual system~ hopefully simulating the. 
important biological succession effecto 
Before gotng into some of the .modeling preliminaries, a few defini-
tions and some of the ecqlogical terminology will be presentedo The fol-
lowing basic concepts can.be found, Odum (25)o 
Definitions .. 
Ecosxst.em 
Any unit that includes all of the organisms in a giyen area inter.,. 
acqng with the physical environment so that a floiv of energy leads to 
clearly defined trophic structure, biotic.diversity, and material cycles 
within the ,systemo 
5 
Trophic Structure 
The aggregation of organisms into two functional components -
autotrophic and heterotrophico The autotrophic component consists of 
primary producers with the heterotrophic components consisting of pri-
mary, secondary, and tertiary consume.rs and decomposers o 
Diversity Index 
Mathematical expression describing community struct¥re in terms of 
number of species and the apportionment of individuals among speci,eso A 
low species diversity corresponds.to a few species with many individuals. 
while a high diversity would be evidenced by many species with few indi-, 
viduals in eacho Species diversity is correlated with ecosystem stabili-
ty, but it is not certain to what extent this relationship is causalo 
Standing . Crop 
Magnitude of a,particular entity in the ecosystem, indicating biotic 
(living) populatioi:i or abiotic (non-living) intensity at a particular 
inst<;1nt in timeo ~easured. in units of biomass, for example, per unit. 
2 area (gm/m ), 
A1.;erage Standing Crop 
Average of the standing crop per unit time, ioeo, week, month, yearo 
P/R Ratio, Productivity/Respiration Ratio 
The rat~o of gross primary production of oxygen to community respi-
ration including the oxygen demand of •inorganic and organic compounds, 
. . I , . 
This ratio should remain close to 1,0 in a steady-state ecological 
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system. When import of organic material occurs Sllchas in the present 
stll,dy, th,e ratio is less than unity,. However, the ratio returns to unity 
as oxygen demand is curbed. 
~ Factor 
A f~ctor_indicati~g the influen<;:e of temperature <;>n the_growth of;a 
population. Often accepted to be 2,0, so that an increase in temperature 
of;ten degrees Centigrade.would double the population's growth.rate~ 
Turnover Rate 
The fraction of the total ~ount of a substance in a compartment 
which leaves ·(or enters} in a given length of time at equilibrium. For 
2 example, ass~e a.particular compartment has a standing crop of 10 gm/m, 
A flux of 1 gm/day out would correspond to a.turnover rate.of 
2 
, 1 gm/1)1 I 4ay ._ 
Of the concepts defined above, perhaps the most important is that of 
the ecosystem, Th~ ec9system_ is., t}:1e basic. func-t;ional unit in. ecology, 
since it includes both organisms (biotic communities) and the abiotic 
environment» each influencing the pr9perties of the other and botll neces-
sary for maintenance-.. of life (25), The systems ap~roach to ecology, 
fostering the ecosyste11L concept, results in a modeling viewpoint similar 
to the basic.engineering systems ai:iproach, System boundaries, inputs, 
outputs, characteristic functions; states and system parameters,are con-
stq.ered (30). For the submodels formulated late:r;, the boundary of each 
pond ecosystem was considered as the waters ;edge, The primary ec_osyste1,11 
drive.rs were the inputs .of light and temper.;,i.ture, while the ecosystem 
outputs consisted <;>f the standing crop values. 
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As in most modeling efforts, assumptions must be made to reduce the 
'complexity of the realization to a feasible modeling formo This should 
be accomplished while retaining, and hopefully exposing, the dominant 
characteristics controlling the system function, Patten (27) has guided .. 
much of the work, in the ecosystems field and is used here as the primary 
source of methodology, Listed below are the assumptions made (7): 
L a.11 variables uniformly distributed; 
2, diurnal (daily) frequencies were not of interest; 
3o growth and reproduction need not be distinguished; and 
4o the species ,are divided into functional groups, 
A "functional.group" is a luip.ped set of.species which have.the same 
or similar function within the ecosystemo This approach is analogous to 
the "lumped parameter" .assumptiqn commonly used in engineeringo An ex-. . . 
ample of such lumping would. be a decomposer group made up of various 
types of bacteria which have the same function in the ecosystemo 
The c9ncept of functional gro~ps is further extended through the 
application of the compartment approach (27) ,. wherein a compartment in-
eluding several lumped species is :r;epresented by a single standing crop, 
expresse,d in uni ts of biomass, In this way, one can. systematically 
ic!entify the states of the ecosystem to,be modeled, 
Interactions between the~e states are indicated as flows connecting 
the.compartments ,of the model (see Figure 2)o These flows arise as a 
result of trophic considerations; predator-prey feeding rates, mortali i:Y 
rate,s, etco Depending on the type of,model the flows can represent bio-:-
mass, energy, upt~ke of nutrients, numbers, or any one of a number of 
flux types (18) 0 In this w9rk the flow values re,present biomass fluxes 
based on a monthly time scale, This monthly temporal reference allows 
8 
the populations to behave like a continuous rather than discrete vari.,., 
able, an approach used by Ulanowicz (32)" 
Nutrients. Producers 
P04 Algae 
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Figure 2, Simple Compartment Model 
Thus far the boundaries, significant states and interactions of the 
ecosystem have be(;)n identified, This information is now useci to formu-
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Thi,s ~ay be written comp~c;tly .in th~ familiar matrix form: 
. 
X = A X + b _.._ (1) 
describing the compartment dynamics, Presented here are some widely 
accepted guidelines f9r this formulation which follow directly. from the 
previ9us mo9-eling steps. 
Consider aga:in Figure.2 and the flows between compartment~, in_par-
ticular tqe flow from x1 to x2, x1 in this· case is ,the "don9r11 state and 
}(?._the 11 recipient11 1 for obvious reasons, To consider this flow dependent . 
,,'.">~), .. ·.~ /: ./~-' ' 
only upon tqe magnitt,1de of the ,X1 state,. or x1 standing crop, the _state 
equation des~ribi_ng the simple ,ecosystem would be. as follows: 
where 
\. 
a = 1 X* 
1 
Here.Xi is def:ined as the average standing crop of x1, 
Th,rough·this·process the .resulting equation is said to be 11 donor 
controlled" for t:tie flow from x1 . to x2, It is clear tl)at an ecosystem 
mo~el based .on th~s type .. of rule .will .be a linea:r model, the A matrix 
being a matrix of ccmstant~, Similarly~ if the flows are defined as 
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being, depende:o.t upon the, magnitudes of the ,recipient compartments (X2 in 
this, case) the model will still .be linear but the A matrix would differo 
Moreover, it is clear.that.at the average standing crop values, X == O 
and equilibrium is ~chieved, 
Another vari~ty of linear model which has been,used to some extent 
is the. combination .donor-recipient controlled model, for which some types .. 
of flows are ruled donor controlled and others recipient, An example of 
this modeling procedure ~ould be to let biotic flows be donor controlled 
and abiotic, recipient controlled, 
In addition to linear models, there is another class .of models ,whose 
flow descriptions are based on both standing crops, resulting in.non-
linear state equattons, In this case, the state equations for the system 
sho~n in Figure 2 would appe~r as shown below: 
. 
x1 ::: - al xl x2 + FOl 
(2) . 
x2 = al xl x2 - F23 - F20 
wl\ere 
Here it should be pointe4 out that there are reasons for assuming 
one class 9f models over another, The linear class is often favored in 
systems analysis for its mathematical simplicity and the well-developed 
matl\ematical tools which can qe brought to bear on linear systems o While 
matl;lematic1;1.Uy simple, and probably applicable in certain limited q.sesj 
it is. conceptually unsatisfying to think of a predator-prey relationship 
as.always independent of one.of thE) interacting species, This objection 
is removed by.invoking the Lotka-Volterea hypothe~is (20) which states 
11 
that.the biomass flux between two interacting populations varies as the 
product.of the interacting biom~sses (32)o This, of course, leads to the 
nonlinear form displayed.in Equation (2), The model presented in this 
thesis evolved.into the nonlinear.typeo 
The b vector and the addition of the effects of light and tempera-
ture wi 11 be discussed in Chapter II, which presents the details of the 
ecosystem model formulation 0, In Chapter III the. control strategy and 
ecosystem performance h1dex will be defined, the optimization .of which 
will be analyzed in Chapter !Vo Chapter V presents the conclusions and 
recommendations for further work with various simulation results given in 
Appendices A through Co 
CHAPTER II 
FORMULATION OF·THE ECOSYSTEM MODEL 
The discussion in Chapter I consid,ered, the general procedures widely. 
used in formulation of ec;osystem models, The three subm9dels presented 
in this chapter followed these guidelines, Linking of the submode1s was 
accomplish.ed to produce a total ecosystem model for the holding pond 
series, Computer simulation was,performed to verify the dynamic response 
of the modeL The simulation results for the pond ten submode I are given 
in Appendix B, 
The Pond Ten Submodel 
As noted previously, the submode! for pond ten was tl).e result of a 
group .effort involving students and fac;ulty of the Departments of Elec-
trical. EJ?.gineering and . Zoology, Oklahoma. State University, Considel'.'ab le 
amounts of data for th,e pond system had been accumulated by members of 
the Z,oology .Department in previous studies (3,4,H,22,28,36), This data 
and the.general literature on zoology were the primary sources of infor-
mation used to arrive at t~e parameters in the submodeL 
Having agreed that th~ waters edge would be the ecosystem boundary 
for pond ten, the ne~t step was to identify the system states, The func-
tional group and cmppartment concepts directed this effort, 
The class was divided into teams representing the d.ifferent trophic 
levels, abiotic components, producers, heribores, carnivores$· and 
, .., 
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decomposers. The teams.worked independently.and jointly confirmed their 
findings at regular class meetings. After identifying the system states, 
the teams .proceede4 to quantify the corresponding average standing crops. 
Since light, the primary input.for the ecosystem, enters .on a hori-
zontal basis, average standing crops were _measured per unit area (24). 
The units of measurement chosen for the average standing crops were gm/m2 
(dry.weight), Assuming the pond depth to be.an average of two meters, 
the. average standing drop values_ were actually doub,le the population 
dens~ties in gm/m3 or mg/1. 
Next, the teams appraised the ecosystem interactions., or flows be-.· 
tween the-model compartn;ients. Most of the flow magnitude~ were found in 
the literature, but some were estimated. The teams worked together in 
this phase. and came to agreement concerning common flows .. Under the 
assumption th~t·the pond system ~as in steady--state, the _sum of flows 
into a compartment minus the suip out was equal to zero. The pond ten 
submodel flow diagram is presented in Figure 3, with flow magnitudes, 
trophic levels, and average standing crops included. The bluegill fish 
compartment .was added as an indicatqr of effluent quality. 
Making use of the average stand,ing crop and flow information <;1vail-. . ' ' . . ' . 
able, th_~ teams proceeded to calculate the rate parameters, or elements 
of the A.matrix. This necessitated the decision as to what class of 
model to assume, basically linear or nonlinear. The group agreed to use 
the linear approach of the, combination :form, assuming that abiotic flqws . 
were ,recipient controlled, while biotic flows .were donor controlled. The 
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xlP = .25 x5Dl + .009 x5D2 .3 x2 - .1532 xlP 
. 
xlN = ,25 x5Dl + .133 x5D2 - 2.1 x2 - 1.746 xlN 
= -
. 
105.546 XlC 30.66 x2 + .68 x3H1 + .745 x3H2 
+ ,171 x4Cl + ,125 x4C2 + .23 x4C3 + 29.8 XSDl 
+ ·. 723 x502 
x2 = - .9.529 x2 + 381.16 
= - 2.75 x3Hl + .44 x5Dl + .00206 x2 
. 
x3H2 = - 2.s x3H2 + ,054 x2 + .0468 XSDl + .7987 
. 
x4c 1 = -· • 789 x4c1 + . 18 x3H1 + . 25 x3H2 
. 
x4c2 =.- .752 x4c2 + .19 x3H2 + .9 
. 
x4C3 = - ·• 64 x4C3 + • 77 x3Hl + • 25 x3H2 + · 4 x4c1 
+ .45 x4C2 +.1.38 
. 
x401 = 35.65 x401 + i1.22 x2 + 1.s x3H1 + .114 x4c1 
+ .097 x4C2 
. 
x502 = - .165 x502 + 31,9 x 501 + .43 x4C3 - 623,14 
= - 100.0 x6 + 21.3 x2 - .68 x3H1 - .548 x3H2 
- .171 x4Cl - .125 x4C2 - .23 x4C3 - 29.8 x5Dl 
- .7 x502 + 1550.0 
Note that the b .vector of Equation (1) in Chapter I here can be inter-. - . 




At this point the ecosystem.model response was.simulated using an. 
IBM 360-65 digital computer and Continuous Systems Modeling Program. 
(CSMP), The integrc1tion routine used was Runge.,.Kutta with variable step-
size, Initial conditions were chosen reasonably close to the average 
standing crops (ste(ldy states), Simulation trajectories settled at the 
steady ,states, as expected, and the rate of. settlement was related di-
rectly to the turnover rates, This provided a method of verifying the 
turnover times corresponding to the various compartments, 
The diagonal terms of the b_ matrix correspond to the lltime constant 
dominators 11 of the model, and some of these were adjusted to obtain what 
the. teams believed to be the ,correct turnover rates (or reciprocal 
times), For example, the decoupled atgae,compartment's turnover time was. 
changed tq slightly less than one .day by adjusting the correspo~ding 
diagonc1l element in the A matrix, 
The 11 t1.med11 model which resulted would, given a set of initial con-
ditions, seek the average standing crops, The next step accounted f9r 
th.I:: inputs of light and temperature. dete:r:min~d as causc1l functions of 
time, . 
Light input was considered as a.flow addition to the algae compart:-
ment (this proved to be in error, and wiH be discussed later in this· 
chapter), thus the light influx in langleys/m2 /month was merely added 
into the algae stc1te equation, 
Temperature influence was introduce~ through the Q-10 factor (27), 
as defined in Chapter L A factor of the form: 
T - T ( · avg) 
Q-10 - 2,0 
10,0 
17 
was used in the modeL Here T designates the pond .water temperature .in 
degrees Centigrade and Tavg denotes the time integrated yearly average of 
T, All of the biotic state equations were multiplied by this factor 
which prescribed.the temperature influence on the.growth rate of a state· 
or compartment, It isclear tha~, for a ten degree rise in temperature, 
the factor doubles, resulting in biotic growth rate doubling, This tern-
perature dependence.is usually referenced to some nominal temperature, 
Here, the ,reference used was.the average pond water temperature, and at 
that.temperature the fact9r is equal to unity, 
Wit~ these input considerations included, the state equations [Equa-
tion (l}] become: 
,1532 XlP 
= - 105,546 x1c - 30,66 x2 + ,68 x3H1 + ,745 x3H2 
+ ,171 x4c1 + ,125 x4c2 + ,23 x4c3 + 29,8 x401 
+.,723 x502 
X2 = (- 0,529 x2 + LIGHT)(Q-10) 
. 
X3Hl = (- 2,75 x3Hl + ,44 x501 + ,00206 X )(Q-10) 
. 
X3H2 ::: (- 2 0 50 X3H2 + ,054 x2 + ,0468 x501 + 0 7987) (Q--10) 
. 
X4Cl = (- 0 789 X4Cl + , 18 x3Hl + , 25 x3H2) (Q-10) 
. x4c 2 =·C- ,752 x4c2 + ,19 x3H2 + ,9)(Q-lO) 
i4C3 = (- 064 x4C3 + , 77 x3Hl + 025 x3H2 + ' 4 X4c1 
+ ,45 X4C2 + l,38}(Q-10) 
18 
. 
XSDl = (- 35.65 x5Dl + 21.22 x2 + 1.8 x3Hl + .114 x4Cl 
+ .097 x4C2)(Q-10) 
i5D2 = - .165 x5D2 + _31.9 x5Dl + .43 x4C3 - 623.14 
. 
x6 = - 100.0 x6 + .21.3 x2 - .68 x381 - .548 x382 
- 171 x4c1 - .125 x4c2 - .23 x4c3 - 29.8 x5b1 
- .7 x502 + 1550.0 
Pond water temperature and light as functions. of tirn(;) were generated 
for simulation purposes by a quadratic interpolation of the data used. 
With these changes, the revise.a model was simulated and the trajec-. 
tories checked. Computer printquts revealed that some of the abiotic 
states went negative and the model was unstable. Also, there was no 
coupling between biotic and abiotic compartments. Alleviation of these 
proJ:?lems requiFed that the model be changed to a nonlinear one.. The 
abiotic flow controls .. were. redefined to the nonlinear predator-prey type. 
This,action led to the followingsubmodel representation for pond ten: 
= - ~1532 xlP + .• 24 x5Dl + .009 x5D2 - .23 ~lP x2 
. 
xlN = - .1. 746 xlN + • 25 ,X5Dl +, .133 x5D2 - . 0914 xlN x2 
= - 105.546 x1c - 23.58 x1c x2 + .s23 x1c x381 
+ .58 x1c x3H2 + .131 Xie x4c1 + .096 x1c x4c2 
. 
x3Hl = (- 2.75 x3Hl + .• 44 x5Dl + .0645 x3Hl x6 + ~00206 x2 
- .523 x381 x1c>CQ~Io) 
. 
x3.H2 = (- 2 0 216 x3H2 + 0 054 x2 + 0 0468 x5Dl 
+ .0579 x382 x6 - .58 x382 x1c)CQ-lO) 
. 
x4Cl = C- .789 X4c1 + .18 x3Hl + .2s x3H2 + .016 x4c1 x1c 
- ,131 x4Cl Xlc)CQ-10) 
. 
x4c 2 = c- .752 x4c2 + ,19 x382 + .0118 x4c2 x6 
- .096 x4c 2 x1c + .9)CQ-lO) 
. 
x4C3 = C- · 64 x4C3 + • 77 x3Hl + • 25 x3H2 + • 4 x4c1 
. 
+ ,45 x4c2 + .0218 x4c3 x6 - ~1769 x4c3 x1c 
+ 1. 38)(Q-10) 
x501 = c- 35.65 x501 + 21~22 x2 + 1.8 xiHl + .114 x4c1 
+ ,097 x4c2 + 2.s2 x501 x6 - 22,92 x501 x1c)CQ-lO) 
= - .• 75 x502 - .000069 x502 x1P - .0058 x502 x1N 
- .556 x5D2 xlC + ,0664 XSD2 x6 + 31.9 x5Dl + .43 x4C3 
. 
x6 - - .23.71 x6 + 2.047 x6 x2 - .0645 x6 x3H1 - .052 x6 x3H2 
- ,0165 x6 x4c1 - .0118 x6 x4c2 - .0218 x6 x4c3 
- 2.s2 x6 x501 - .0664 x6 x502 + 741.5 
19 
Simulat:i,on results now indicated that the changes were effective in 
eliminating the. problems encountered with the linear model. Runs of ap-
proximately two ye~rs in model time showed the relative magnitudes of the 
standing crqps and state fluctuations were 1i!S observecl in the real sys-
tern. However, there were phase prohlerns (i.e., food chain lags reversed) 
between some compartments. 
At this ·point the group project ended, with a reasonably successful 
submode! for pond ten, the last in the holding pond series. The modeling 
effort which follows was carried out independently with assistance and 
recommendations.from some .of the individuals of the group, 
Fc;,rmulation of.the Two Upstream Submodels 
20 
Before proceeding with the development of the models for ponds four. 
and seven, the pond ten submodel was modified slightly, The light input 
was reevaluated and some minor compartment changes ,made, These resulted 
in a simulaterd response closer to the dynamics expected from the·. actual 
ecosystem, 
Considerations concerning the inclusion of.light influx as a flow 
into the algae compartment led to somewhat of a dilemma, Light added in 
this manner c9uld be interpreted as adding an energy flux into a biomass 
rate representation, To correct this situation light influence was 
changed to a form whic;:h introduced its effect by regulating algae' s fixa-
tion of carbon.from co2 through the photo!:>ynthetic process, This metl).od 
of representation more closely models the actual mechanism involved, A 
normalized, light parameter. (light/avg, light) multiplying the flow of co2 
to algae m9dulated the co2 uptake, by algae in the modeL As with previ-
ous average values, the light average refers to the time integrated 
yearly average. 
Iri addition to the changes concerning light input, the detritus and 
bacteria (ac;:tually suspended detritus and detridal sediment) compartments 
were lumped due to their very similar func~ions in the pond ten modeL 
The revised pond ten flow diagram is shown in Figure 4 with the corres-
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Y1 = .15385 Yi - .02308 Y1 Y4 + .00905 Y10 + .00679 Y10 
Y2 = - 1.74576 Y2 - 0.9142 Y2 Y4 + .13360 Y10 + .00679 Y10 
. 
Y3 = - 105.58462 Y3 - 23.58462 Y3 Y4 x4 + .17664 Y3 Y9 
+ .09615 Y3 Y8 + 1.18101 Y3 Y10 + .13187 Y3 Y7 
+ .58046 Y3 Y6 + .51680 Y3 Y5 
Y4 = (23~58462 Y3 Y4 x4 + ,.09412 Y2 Y4 + .02308 Y1 Y4 
- 21.33075 Y4 - 2.01500 Y4 Y11 + 381.16)(X3) 
Y5 = c- 2.75711 Y5 - .51680 Y3 Y5 + .00200 Y4 + .0119s Y10 
+ .06442 Y5 Y11)cx3) 
y6 =1(- 2.20859 y6 - .58046 y3 y6 + .• 05400 y4 + .05175 y6 yll 
+ .00127 Y10 + .66)(X3) 
Y7 = c- .79286 Y7 - .131~7 Y3 Y7 + .18088 Y5 + .25153 Y6 
+ .01625 y7 y11)CX3) 
Y8 =.(- .75000 Y8 + .01185 Y8 Y11 + .19018 Y6 - .09615 Y3 Y8 
+ • 89)(X3) 
y9 = (- .64021 y9 + .20569 yll + .45000 y8 + .40000 y7 
- .17664 Y3 Y9 + .25153 Y6 + .77003 Y5 + l.38)(X3) 
Y10 = (- .85520 Y10 - .00127 Y10 - 1.18101 Y3 Y10 - .00582 Y10 Y2 
+ .11429 Y7 + .14326 Y10 Yil + 1.80103 Y5 - .00070 Y10 Y1 




Y11 = - 23.70995 Y11 - .02177 Y11 Y9 - ,06442 Y5 Y11 
- .14326 Y10 Y11 - .05175 Y6 Y11 - ,01625 Y7 Y11 
- ,01185 y8 yll + 2,01500 y4 yll + 742,02 
x3 represents the Q-10 factor while x4 designates the light factor in the 
above equations, 
Simulations from this point made use of the Dynamic Simulation Pro-
gram (DYSIMP) (29), available at the Oklahoma State University computer 
facility. This was preferred to CSMP because it offered optimization 
capabilities, and was less expensive, The integration routine used by 
this package was fixed stepsize Runge-Kutta, Due to this fixed stepsize, 
periodic checks were made throughout the remaining course of this work to 
insure .numerical accuracy, The checks were made by varying the stepsize 
and noting the corresponding change in.simulation output, 
The results of the simulation showed the changes made in.the pond 
ten submodel helped the phase situation and that the model for pond ten 
was essentially ,stable, However, initial conditions were chosen at the 
steady state va)ues, since it I is characteristic of nonlinear models to 
have system trajectories altered by a change in initial conditions, A 
program listing and simulation output are presented in Appendix A, 
Making use.of the verified submodel for pond ten, submodels for 
ponds four and seven were synthesized, The modeling steps established by 
the group effort.were repeated in developing these submodels, The as-
sumption made here was that th~ .trophic structure in all three ponds was· 
similar, Unqer this assumption, the fact that upstream ponds contained 
progressively fewer species and were less diverse did not lead to flow 
determination difficulties, In both instanc~s, the eliminated compart-
ments and respective flows were simply discarded while maintaining all 
other flow interactions recognized in the pond ten submodeL 
The modeling steps followed, are outlined below: 
1. determine system states; 
2. find average standing crop values; 
3. establish balanced flow .interactions; 
4. formulate.the state equ~tions; 
5. test the homogeneous model (without Itght.and temperature 
inputs); 
6. incl1,1de the effect~ of light 1and temperature; ~nd 
7. verify the fin.al p~md submode!. 
Identification of the.significant state variables in the upstream 
pond submodels demon~tr~ted that three of the compartments included in 
24 
tl\e pond ten submode! should be, eliminated in one .or both of the upstream 
submodels~ Bluegill fish and Chaoborus were excludeq in both submodels,. 
and the damselfly. comparti;nent was eliminated from the pond four sub.model. 
The average standi~g crops for all three ponds are listed in Table I, 
with the.corresponding references. 
The next step in the modeling process was to determin(\l the-flows 
connecting the compartme:i:its -.in each. of -- the sub.models. The assu,mption of 
similar trophic structure fixed the flow interaction .web, butte> quantify 
the. flows the following scheme was employed. 
. • ' I 
Flows.in the two upstream submodels were also linear donor-recipient 
controlled. The donor controlled fl9ws, in ponds four an~ seven were 
scaled proportionately to the ones in ten by-a ratio of the respective 
average, standing crops. For example, as~ume a fl9~ from zooplankton to 
Chaoborus )n pond ten of 40. 0 gm/m? /mo, while the average standing c::r;-op 
of zooplankton there is 20.0 gm/m2• This wouid imply a corresponding 
25 
flow in pond seven, where the average standing crqp of zooplankton is 
2 2 10.0 gm/m, of 20.0 gm/m /mo, This scheme was also used in finding the. 
recipient controlled flow values. It was assumed the ponds were all in 
steady-state so that net flow into each compartment would equal zero, 
The flow c:liamgrams for ponds seven and four are illustrated in Figures 5 
and 6, respectively. 
TABLE I 
POND AVERAGE STANDING CROPS 1 
Compartment Pond 4 State Pond 7 State Pond 10 State Reference 
Phosphate 24.92 1 16.25 1 13.0 1 4 
Nitrate/Ammonia 32.0 2 27.0 2 22.97 2 4 
Carbon Di.oxide 4.3 3 2.1 3 L3 3 16 
Algae 35.21 4 47,43 4 40,0 4 4, 22 
Zooplankton ,99 5 3,35 5 3,87 5 22 
Midges '7 6 L02 6 L63 6 31 
Chaoborus - - - - L4 7 -
Damselfly - - 0 41 7 L6 8 11 
Bluegill .Fish - - - - 9.45 9 17 
Detritus/Bacteria 1722, 0 7 1219.0 8 884,0 10 6, 24, 27 
Oxygen 4,1 8 lLO 9 10.55 11 4 
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By extending the concept of similar trophic structure, the assump-
tion was made that the flow "controls", linear or nonlinear, donor or 
recipient, were also similar, This led to the formulation of the 
"undriven" state equations similar to those for t}:i.e original pond ten 
submodel (undriven), 
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Testing these homogeneous submodels through simulation was. performed 
by setting the initial conditions equal to or close to the average stand-
ing crops, Instabilities due to modeling were observed, Apparently ex-,, 
eluding some of the state. compartments and compensating for their absence 
led to unstable models. 
The homogeneous subniodels for ponds four, seven and ten (in~luded 
for referene:e) "'ere linearized around their respective average stan,ding 
crops to resolve the st8:bili ty of thei.r equilibria (1), This is a common 
method used in the study of nonlinear systems which has been applied 
re~ently in the analysis of ecosystem models (33,35), The linear systems 
analysis program Basic Matrix (BASMAT) (21) was utilized to calculate the 
eigenvallies of the. linearized A matrices of the three pond submode ls, 
It was found that instabilities in the submode ls for ponds four. and 
seven were.due to the.co2 compartments, and increasing the diagonal terms 
in the respective locations stabilized the submodels, It should be 
pointed out that the stability .referenced to in those linearized sub-
mode ls corresponds only to local stability in the nonlinear.case (1,35), 
Upon elimination of the modeling stability problems, the upstream 
submodels were modified to incluq.e the inputs of light and temperature, 
just as had been done for the ,pond ten submode!, The representations for 
both of these inputs were identical to those used for the pond ten formu-




Y1 = - .15385 Y1 + .00902 Y8 + .00678 Y8 - .01842 Yl Y4 - 2.57 
Y2 = - 1.75185 Y2 + .00678 Y8 - .07762 Y2 Y4 + .13388 Y8 - 24.77 
. 
Y3 =,~ 201.46714 Y3 + 0.5923 Y3 Y7 - 14.55779 Y3 Y4 x4 
+ .73050 Y3 Y8 + .35948 Y3 Y6 + .32125 Y3 Y5 
i 4 = (.01842 Y1 Y4 + .14.55779 Y3 Y4 x4 + .07762 Y2 Y4 
- 21.50538 Y4 - 1.93587 Y4 Y9 + 466.40)(X3) 
i 5 = c.00200 Y4 - .32125 Y3 Y5 - 2.73731 Y5 + .06187 Y5 Yg 
+ .00820 YS - .945)(X3) 
Y6 =,(- 2.21569 Y6 + .05397 Y4 - .35948 Y3 Y6 + .00057 Y8 
+ .04991 Y6 Y9 - .79)(X3) 
y7 = (- .75122 y7 - .05923 y3 y7 + .01131 y7 yg + .19020 y6 
+ .114) (X 3) 
v8 = (.85316 Y8 + 21.18912 Y4 + 1.sos97 Y5 - .00496 Y2 Y8 
- .73050 Y3 Y8 - .• 00057 Y8 + .13737 Y8 Y9 
- .00056 Y8 Y1 + .10000 Y7 + 231.009)(X3) 
v9 = - 23.72727 Y9 - .01131 Y7 Y9 - .13737 Y8 Y9 
+ 1.93587 Y4 Y9 - .06187 Y5 Y9 - .04991 Y6 Y9 + 1095,891 
Pond four: 
yl =.- .15369 yl + .00079 y7 + .00906 y7 - .01208 yl y4 - 12.87 
29 
• 
Y2 = - 1.75000 Y2 + .00679 Y7 - ~06568 Y2 Y4 + .13415 Y7 - 112.7 
. 
Y3 = - 363.76581 Y3 - 7.12668 Y3 Y4 x4 + .35681 Y3 Y7 
+ .1s621 Y3 Y5 + ..• 17542 Y3 Y6 
i 4 = (- 21.41437 Y4 + .06568 Y2 Y4 + 7.12668 Y3 Y4 x4 
+ .01208 Yi Y4 - 5.21609 Y4 Y8 - 343.40)(X3) 
i 5 =\(-2.73737 Y5 - .• 15621 Y3 Y5 + .00199 Y4 + .00172 Y7 
+ ~16606 ~5 Y8 - .329)(X3) 
i 7 =,(~ .85308 Y7 + 21.24396 Y4 - .00419 Y7 Y2 - ~35681 Y3 Y7 
+ 1.79798 Y5 + .36713 Y7 Y8 - .. 00029 Y7 - .00036 Y7 Y1 
+ 1016. 3} (X3) 
. 
Y~ = - 23.78049 Y8 - .13240 Y6 Y8 - .16605 Y5 Y8 + 5.21609 Y4 Y8 
- .36713·Y7 Y8 + 1937.554 
In both, submodE;}l formulations x3 . is defined as the· Q-10 factor and x4 
indicates . the light input paramet~r. 
Light data for all th~ee ponds were considered to be equivalent~ 
sinc;e -it .was c.ertai,nly ·reasona,ble to assume that light influx per unit 
area wol.lld be identical in ,each .pond. 1-lowever., this uniformity did not 
hold tru~ for water temperature, sin<;:e the flow was.characteristically 
warmer upstream, reac}:ling ambient as. it .flowed th,roug~ the .seri~s (31). 
30 . 
Thus,. indepenclent pond wate~ temperature ,data was provided for each. pond 
in,d~grees Farenheit (converted to degrees Centigrade by tne model data 
31 
input routine). The data used for both inputs is condensed in Table II. 
TABLE II 
WATER TEMPERATURE AND LIGHT DATA - ALL PONDS 
Time (mo.) Pond Water TemEerature (31) (OF) Light (4) 2 
0.0 = Oct, 1, · 1961 Pond·4 Pond 7 Pond 10 ·. (Langleys/day/m) 
0.0 58.0 55,. 0 55.0 548,0 
0,5 46.0 43.5 44,0 475,0 
LO 4LO 37.0 36,0 470,0 
LS 40,0 35.8 34.0 360.0 
2,0 4LO 36,0 34,0 345,0 
2.5 48,5 44.0 42,0 320.0 
3.0 59.0 53.0 50.0 305.0 
3,5 56.0 53.0 50.0 300,0 
4.0 55.0 53.0 50,0 308.0 
4.5 62.5 56,0 53.8 376.0 
5.0 65,0 58,5 57.0 430,0 
5.5 63,5 59,5 58. 2 475,0 
6,0 62.0 60,0 60,0 518,0 
6.5 66.5 66.0 67,0 540.0 
7,0 76.0 75.0 74.0 580.0 
7.5 80.0 79,5 79,0 608.0 
8.0 82.0 82.0 82.0 640,0 
8.5 85.8 84.5 84.5 660.0 
9.0 87.0 86.Q 86.0 685.0 
9.5 85.8 84,0 84,5 695.0 
10,0 82.0 8LO 81.0 690.0 
10.5 73,0 74,5 73.5 673,0 
lLO 68,0 67 0 0 65.0 640.0 
11.5 63,5 60.0 60.0 600,0 
12,0 Same as 0.0, Repeat 
Linear interpolation through the data.supplied the simulation with 
causal functions of time for light influx and the pond temperatures. 
Thus, the light regulator and Q-10 factors could all be calcµlated at 
each integration step. 
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Verificat:i,on of the. individual upstream submodels followed .. Simu-
lated responses matched the data and expected dynamics. The trajectories 
oscillated yearly around the average standing crops while magnitudes of 
fluctuation seemed to be reasonable. More important, phase relationships 
in.the food chain were plausible, with algal blooms occurring when 
expected. 
With the three submo<;l.els now complete, linking to form an overall 
ecosystem model for the holding pond series proceeded. 
Linking of .the Three Submodels 
In choosing the linking method a compromise had to be made between. 
depicting as n~arly as possible the pond series ecosystem function and 
satisfying the limitations .imposed by the algorithms used. Several link-
ing attempts were evaluated b.efore the· final method was chosen. Thi.s 
method was to lirtk .the ponds,by abiotic flows, neglecting the import or 
export.· of .biotic states. These flows were delayed to produce the correct 
temporal relationship bet\\l'een the submodels, since·it took approximately 
eight days for the effluent to flow through the pondseries. 
To clarify the motivation behind this modeling notion, it is neces- · 
sary to look once. again at the flow diagrams for ponds seven and four 
(Figures 5 and. 6), Note that in each abiotic. compartment of these sub-
mode ls, there is.an exiting flow proportional to the respective standing 
crop magnitude which is assumed to flow out of the subsystem. Certainly 
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a portion of this flow will enter into the adjacent downstream pond, 
Thus, a percentage of eacb of tbese flows proportional to the upstream 
standing crops, enters into the downstream pond subsystem, with an assoc.,. 
iated transport delayo 
To illustrate how this action was achieved in the model, consider 
one of the abiotic flows from pond to porn;l, The upstream influence on a 
corresponding downstream compartment is effected by .adding a flow term to 
that compartment which is delayed by, an amount consistent with the 
effluent flow rate through the system, This addition, which is propor-
tional to the upstream standing crop, must .be normalized by subtracting a 
nominal flow from the .downstream compartment, this nominal flow being 
proportional to the upstream average standing crop, This is necessary 
since merely adding a flow ,into the downstream compart~ent .would unbal-
ance the total flux at system equilibrium, which must equal zero, The 
pond submode! state equations would thus be revised as shown. by the fol-. 
lowing example, 
Pond four: . 
Pond seven: 
Here the kth state is linked between the two ponds with Yk designating 
the average. standing crop of Yk in pond four, Note that the linking will 
essentially have no effect on the ponds downstream unless the abiotic 
state magnitudes upstream are reasonably far from their respective aver-
age standing crops, This scheme was used to link the abiotic compart-
men ts of all three pond submode ls, The overall linking mechanism is dia-
grammed i~ Figure 7, 
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percErntages and delay duration had to be evaluatedo 
The linking percentages indicate the fraction of abiotic flows 
reachil).g the downstream ponds. Remembering tµat there are actually tw.o 
ponds between each adjacent pa~r included in.the model, the linking in-
fluence wou+d be diminished cubically. For example, assume that 75% of 
the flow out of the co2 compartment in pond, four reaches pond five. Then 
75% of this addition would reach, pond six, and so on, resulting in 
(.7s)3c100)% of the original flow effecting the pond seven co2 compart-
ment. In addition to this fact, the possibility of ~ifferent percent~ges 
for different abioti.c flows was consid.ered. 
Here it was assumed that the two dissolved gases, co2 and o2, could 
be assigned equivalent, percentage rates, since.both diffuse out,of the 
poncj. systemo . Alternatively, N03 and P04 were .also assigned equivalent 
percentage rates. The percentages were left as parameters in the model 
so adjustments could be facilitated. The parameter values chosen were 
.OS .for co2 and .30 for N03 and Po 4. 
T4e delay time was assumed to be . 09 mo (approximately 3 days) since 
the subsystems divided the pond series into three segment~, and flow 
through the entire system took approximately eight days. 
Simulation .results corresponcj.ing to one year model time revealed 
that·. the model behavior closely resembled the actual pond ecosystem dy"" 
namics. Linking did have effects on the response of the downstream sub-
models. The completed model in this sense replicated the pond series 
behavior. Simulation output and program listing are includeq in Appendix 
The, simulations also indicated that the model was sensitive to. co2 
linking, the same compartment ~hich had been adjusted previously. 
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Probably this was due to it$ highly nonlinear form.and relatively quick 
time constants (linearization referen~e) o This problem will be discussec;l 
further in Chapter IVo 
The control scheme and performance index developments will be pre-
sented next in Chapter III. 
CHAPTER III 
CONTROL STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE PERFORMANCE INDEX 
Formulation of the total ecosystem model for the holding pond series 
was presented in Chapter II, In this chapter a control philosophy is 
developed for the ecosystem, which is based on increasing the action of 
bio-degradation on the effluent water, Using the model, the resulting 
control scheme will be evaluated by simulation in Chapter IV, To facili-
tate quantification of the.control strategy comparisons, a performance 
index is derived, Th~ index includes both biotic indicators and control 
"costs" as measurements of ecosystem performance, 
The Control Structure 
There.· are many proven methods of management of waste treatment 
facilities, These include aeration, activated carbon treatment, micro-
s.training, effluent distribution and coagulation by polymers (9), Also, 
the, semi-natural engineered pond ecosystem appears to be one of the most 
inexpensive modes ,of waste treat~ent. Although these. methods have been 
in use for several years, testing of control schemes by ecosystem model 
simulations.is relatively unexplored, Watt (37) has considered ecosystem 
management (harvest rate) through simulation while several authors (7,26, 
30) have suggested the need for this type of effort.in studying many of 
our environmental problems, Before going into the particular control 
7!..., 
philosophy adopted in this work, some general remarks will be presented 
on the requirements the resulting control scheme must meeto 
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The control scheme must,include states or inputs which can be easily 
measured and economically implemented in the real system~ while being di~ 
rectly represented in the model, Controls are desired which will enhance 
biological action, thus improving the quality of the final effluent, The 
control scheme was structured w:ith automatic control in mind, limiting 
direct.influence to abiotic states.with no biotic manipulation (i,e,, 
dredging of detritus, fishing), 
There "1ere five basic control possibli ties which could influence the 
biological action of tl).e pond series and be dir~ctly represented in the 
model, A list of the candidate policies were:. 
L lighting; 
2, heating; 
3, nutrient (N03, P04) addition; 
4, aeratio~; and 
5, flow r~gulation, 
Three of these candidates were removed from consideration as,possi-
ble controls due to their lack of feasibility, Lighting was ruled out 
because to effectively influence the photosynthetic process artificially 
would require that the pond system be virtually covered with high inten-
sity lamps, . The cost insued here would certainly be prohibitive, Both 
heating and nutrient addition "1ere eliminated due to the nature of the 
effluent, The flow was both naturally warmer than required for biologi-
cal influen~e and nutrient rich as a result of the refinery processes, 
Thus, addition of ei the.r heat or nutrients as controls to this primarily 
warm, eutrophic environment would be ineffective, It should be mentioned 
39 
~ere that al t~ough heat would improve the pond operation during a. short 
period ii:i the.winter, at this time additional heated water from the 
refinery is not available, 
Aeration and flow delay were included because both could economical-
ly be acco~plished·and had direct.influenc~ on the biological action (3, 
4,22). Aeration was controlled continuously by feedback monitoring of 
the oxygen standing crop in pond ten., This can be accomplished with 
existing oxygen.level detectors (8), A feedback structure was constructed 
by.intrc;>ducing a gain which multiplied the difference between the oxygen. 
level in pond ten and a set point wh~ch was arbitrarily chosen. This 
product represent~4 the feedback aeration rate applied to pond four, 
Flow delay was accomplished by allowing a va:i;iable delay of abiotic. 
flows which linked the submode! series, Th~s control method was also 
readily attainable through flow regulation in the actual system, 
A diagram of the ,control scheme is shown in Figure 8, Now tha't; this 
control scheme foundation has been defined, the performance index 
development will be prese~ted, 
Pond 4 
rAerationl 
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Development of the Performance Index 
A performance index (performance measure, figure of merit, cost . \ ' 
function) .is simply.a number whose.magnitude is an index of the merit or 
desirability of a solution to a problem (23), Minimizing (or maximizing) 
the index with respect to the control parameters corresponds to the de-: 
termination of an optimum solution, Usually the performanc~ index is 
manufactured to contain "trade offs 11 in system performance level and 
11 cost11 of controL It consists of indicators of system performance and 
"cost''. contribt1tions which are both scaled and weighted respectively to 
emphasize desired results in performance or control, 
Frequently a performance index can be developed which is explicit 
in the parameters or variables to be optimized, This leads to the possi-
bility of an~lytical solutions. to the extremum problem for which there 
are.a variety.of approaches to solution (Le,, Lagrange multipliers), 
Usually, such an explic;i t formulation is not possible and a searching 
procedure is used to seek the optimum in an organized manner, 
Optimization of the ecosystem performance with respect to the con-
trol scheme is approached here via a computer search utilizing such a 
performance index. Applications of this natur~ have been suggested by 
Watt (37), Minimization of the index corres_ponds to the lowest point on. 
the merit .surface (assuming unimodality) (38) generated by the function 
PI (XI' x2), wh~re x1 is the oxygen feedback gain and x2 the flow delay 
time. This minimum represents the best combination of the control param-
eters for th~ particular problem posed~ and the lowest 11 cost''.· attained 
in the ·. se.arch, 
The structure of the.performance index included effluent water 
qua:j.ity indicators and control cost rates (and penalties), These 
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contributions ,.were .summed by the integral form prese11ted below: 
t n 
PI= ff [ l 
t 0 i::;:l 
2 m 2 
(w. u.) + l , (w. vJ.) ] dt 
1 1 J 
(3) 
where. 
t 0 = initial time; 
tf = final time; 
j=l 
ui = the ith control cost (normalized); 
wi =,. related weight; 
th . th . d . ( 1 0 d) v. = . e .. J system 1n 1cator norrna 1ze ; 
J 
w. = related weight; 
J 
n = the number of cost contributions; and 
m =.the number of indicator .contributions" 
The integra+ is used tq provide a measure of th.e cumu.lative effects of 
cost, etc,, while the.independent summing emphasizes the individual in-
fluence of each. constituent : (u, v) (23), The "trade off" here was that 
eff:J_uent water quality increase as a.result -of control effort was. 
balai:iced against.the costs of that effort (and penalqes), The integral 
was included in the ecosystem moclel. as another state, equation, integr1:1.ted 
in time alorig with the ecosystem simulated response" 
The performan~e in_dex cqnst:i. tue11-ts are basically of two types~ 
effluent qu~lity indicators and costs of control effort (or penalties), 
The notion of indicatqrs 9f ecosystem quality has been,presented in 
previous studies focuse4 on tl;lis effluent holding pond series (3,4,S,ll, 
2~,28,31,36), As with the ,admissible control, policies, the indicators 
':"ere required to be easily measurable in the _real system, and applicable\ 
in the model. The indicators ,_used refer to pond ten only, since interest 
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was directed to the exiting effluent water quality, The indicators pre-
viously. considered for this ponc;l system are listed in Table III with 
respective references. 
Mc:1-ny of the proposed indicators of.effluent quality were disregarded 
for the simple reason that there was no acc;:omodation included in.the 
model for th.eir computation, Ph, sulfates, chloride, dissolved solids, 
euphotic zone, phenol, alkalinity, chlorophyll/ash· free dry weight, 
borol)., oil, and SAR fell into this category, Many of these seem to be 
quite important in judging th.e quality of the effluent water, and the 
lack of their presence in the pond system model might seem unfounded, 
However, their effects are included implicitly in the biological actions 
of the _model through the flow structure and data incorporated, So their 
exclusion does not negate the validity of the model, or its ability to 
resolve an optimal control strategy by predicting its effect, 
The oxygen demands (BOD, COD, !OD) were excluded from consideration 
as effluent quality indicators because of the~r interpretations in the 
real ecosystem, It was clear that·attempts to arrive at estimates for 
these proposed indicators from the information provided by the model 
would produce misleading values, Moreover, oxygen concentration was not 
used as an indicator since it may not reflect effluent toxicity, It is 
included directly as part of the control scheme, thus being indirectly 
used as an .indic;:ator, 
Although species diversity is a good indicator of effluent quality 
and biotic stability, it was not used here due to the difficulty encoun-
. I 
tered in its measurement, Numerous samples are required which involve 
tedious identification, In this respect this proposed indicator was dis-
regarded because of a lack of feasibility in its determination, 
TABLE III 
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Bluegill fish, heuristically included in the model for the purpose 
of indicating effluent water quality, depicted the long term effects of 
pollution, This longer sensitivity was complemented by the inclusion of 
zooplankton as an indicator, which possessed a relatively fast turnover 
rate, resulting in a quick response to 11slugs11 of toxic effluent (22). 
Both bluegill and zooplankton could easily be sampled in the real system 
and monitored continuously or sampled in the simulation model. 
P/R ratio was used as a measure of ecosystem stability. A P/R ratio 
greater than one indicates an.autotrophic shift with more oxygen produced 
than consumed while a ratio less .than one indicates a heterotrophic shift 
or an oxygen deficit, The ratio would approach unity in a balanced 
steady state system with .no import.or export (2). However, at ecosystem 
equilibrium, export equals import, and their effects cancel. During per-
iods when sufficient time was allowed for the community to stabilize the 
pond system was,effective in treating the effluent water and the P/R 
ratio approached unit at the end c;>f holding time (3,4). A graph of pro-
ductivity and respiration for this,pond ecosystem is shown in Figure 9 
(5), Observe that productivity peaks in pond seven, and that the P/R 
ratio tends toward unity as the flow nears the.end of the holding pond 
series. 
The P/R ratio can be easily measured in the actual ecosystem and is 
obtainable from the information provided by the model, In the real sys-
tem P/R could be evaluated by regular sampling or continuous monitoring 
of oxygen level with application of the diurnal curve method. Eley (10) 
provides a computer algorithm for this method which, given daily o2 data, 
wUl e\Taluate. the P/R ratio. Note that the control structure already 
provides.the monitoring of oxygen level required here, In the simulation 
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P/R can be calculated by evaluating continuously the ratio of oxygen flow 
from algae to oxygen (productivity) over the sum of flows,of oxygen.to 
the various compartments (respiration), Details of the procedure are 
presented below: 
P/R = F21-28 + C 27 i, 22, •.• , 27 
l F28-i 
i=22 
2.01500 y21 + 46.617971 
= (.021776Y26+.0644164Y22+.143261Y27+.051755Y23+.016249Y24+.01184SY25 ) 
Here Y28 has been,cancelled in both numerator anc;l denominator; F21 _28 
represents net proc;luction, and respiration by algae is not included in 
the denominator.· Thus, this ratio is approximately.equivalent to the 
(4) 
actual P/R·ratio as per definition, since the flows involved are large. 
The constant in,the numerator was aclded, so that, evaluated at.the aver-. 
age standing crop m~gnitudes, the P/R ratio would equal unity. 
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Nitrate (including nitrogen contained in ammonia) was used as an 
indicator, being easily sampied in both pond ten i;md its submode! in the 
simulation. A maximum allowable level for this indicator has been pre-
scribed by the State of Oklahoma (36), see Table III, It is certainly 
possible that in the near future, fines will be levied for violation of 
guidelines such as this. As an outcome of this line of thinking, the in-
fluence.of nitrate (or ammonia) on the performance index consisted of 
introducing a set cost, representing a monthly penalty rate, when the ni-
trate .standing crop magnitude rose above the set standard, No penalty 
would be introduced if the standing crop remained below the set point, 
In this respect, the nitrate (or ammonia) contribution to the performance 
index represents a penalty, or cost which can indirectly be offset by 
control effort. The direct costs of this control will be discussed next. 
The controls which have been selected are feedback aeration and flow 
delay adjustment. The associated costs may readily be deduced in the 
ecosystem application and contint.1:ous+y calculated in the simulation, 
Aeration .cost rates considered the options of mechanical or diffusion 
aerators and the flow detay cost allowed for the purden of low flow rate 
on the .refinery operations, 
Performance Contribution Weighting 
With the constituents of the performance index defined, each con-
tributor was normalized so that at ecosystem equilibrium (at the average 
standing crops), its 'l(alue would equal one or zero, This was necessary 
so that weighting of the .individual performanc~ index contributions could 
be accomplished (38), The biotic indicators, fish and zooplankton, were 
normalized using the following procedure: 
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where 
y~ .th average standing crop value; = l 
l 
Y. .th standing crop value; and = l 
l 
v. = as given by Equation (3). 
l 
In order to maximize Y. one would minimize the reciprocal, and at equil-
1 
ibrium the indicator value would equal unity, 
The ecosystem stability indicator, P/R ratio, was subtracted from 
one to normalize its value since its ,equilibrium magnitude was prescribed 
to be unity, and deviations far from one were undesirable, The structure 
of the nitrate penalty guaranteed it to equal one or zero in "normalized" 
form, d~pending on whether the limit of allowable nitrate had been ex-
ceeded or not, At ecosystem equilibrium, both of these normalized forms 
equaled zero, 
The costs of control, as with the nitrate penalty, were already in a 
"normalized" form due to their direct relatability to expense in dollars, 
With the ,normalization forms constructed, weights were determined 
for the various u's and v's [see Equation (3)], Weighting of control 
costs and penalty was done by setting the corresponding weight values 
equal to the expected costs per month, Aeration costs (mechanical, dif-
fusion) were,calculated from data provided by Davis (9), The cost of 
flow control and the nitrate penalty were estimated, The biotic weights 
(P/R, fish, zooplankton) were estimated and are subject to conjecture, 
The relative values of these ecosystem quality indicators has not been 
considered previously, but determinations of this ,kind are required in 
this type of perfo.rmance index application, If the weights arrived at 
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for these indicators seem high, one might consider the costs of adver-
tising which could be offset by publicity benefits of biotic quality 
signs (e.g., fish in the last pond). In this era of ecological emphasis, 
such an indication of unpolluted effluent release can easily rationalize 
these weights. The weight values imposed are given in Table IV. The 
square roots were.used for the performance index weighting so that the 
evaluated integral would directly represent cumulative cost trade offs. 
TABLE IV 
PERFORMANCE INDEX CONTRIBUTORS AND WEIG.HTS 
Contributor Normalized Form Notation Weight AJ2J2rOX. (Eq. 3) ($/mo) {weight 
Aeration Cost 
Diffusion 44.7 7.0 
Mechanical ul 34.4 6.0 
Flow Delay Cost Delay/Nominal Delay u2 50.0 7.0 
Nitrate (Ammonia) 
vl 30000.0 170.0 Penalty 
P/R (1.0 - P/R) v2 100.0 10.0 
Bluegill Fish Y2/Y26 v3 40.0 6.0 
Zooplankton Y2/Y22 v4 40.0 6.0 
The form and all of the components of the performance index have 
been defined and evaluated. Now, with all of the .contributions and 
weights included, the index desc],'ibed by Equation (3) appears in the 
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simulation as shown below: 
tf 
PI = f {[P (3.87)]2 + [P (9.45)]2 + [Pg(LO - P/R)]2 
t 0 7 Y22 8 Y26 
p 
[p ] 2 [P (_1L)] 2 [P X ] 2 }d + 10 + 11 · .090 + 13 39 t 
where 
p7 = 40.0; 
y22 = zooplankton standing crop in pond 10; 
PB = 40.0; 
y26 = fish standing crop in pond 10; 
pg = 100.0; 
P/R = as given by Equation (4); 
30000.0 if N03 standing crop in pond 10 (Y19) is above the 
P10 = upper limit P15 = 24.0 
O otherwise; 
pll = 50.0; 
p12 = delay time; 
p13 = 34.0; and 
oxygen feedback flow 2 x39 = (gm/m /mo). 
The ecosystem performance optimization utilizing this index and the 
control scheme presented in this chapter will be discussed in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER IV 
ECOSYSTEM PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION 
Using the control scheme and performance index developed in Chapter 
III, optimization of the ecosystem performance is discussed in this chap-
ter, A computer search was conducted over the control parameter plane to 
seek the optimal control, Each evaluation of the index determining one 
point on the merit. surface corresponded to one pair of the control param-
eters, and a simu.lation of one half year of model time, Minimization 
of the performance index indicated the best parameter .combination and 
most suitable ecosystem response, The simulation listing and results of 
the search are presented in Appendix C, 
Preparation of the Model for Optimization 
The search procedure selected for the optimization was a Grid (23) 
method, This method seeks an extremum by conducting a series of alter-
nating grid and star patterned performance index evaluations of progres-
sively decreasing size over t~e control parameter plane (in this two 
dimensional case), There were three reasons for selecting this method, 
First, the nature of the merit surface was.totally unpredictable; per-
haps the only.thing known about it was that it would be continuous, This 
prevented the application of many of the .searching methods with faster 
convergence requiring knowledge or determination of derivatives, The 
second reason was that this search will seldom encounter numerical 
r:;n 
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difficulty or stall out, The third reason was that a Grid search by its 
design gives one an overall picture 9f the merit surface, since individu-
al trial points are spaced relatively far apart, 
Upon selection of the search algorithm, the model was prepared for 
the optimization simulation runs, Output limiters placing bounds on the 
magnitudes of the states were installed, The limiters were used because 
of the suspected local stability of the model, with ecosystem states re-
maining well behaved within a neighborhood of the equilibrium (or average 
standing crops), Upper bounds were chosen by. considering past simulation 
results and minimum bounds were all set at zero, These limiters were in-
stalled merely as safeguards, and it was .observed later that they did not 
influence the model simulation results significantlyo 
Model Sensitivity to Control 
Before further optimization considerations, the ecosystem model was 
checked for sensitivity to control effort, This was done to determine 
magnitudes of the control parameters required to affect the performance 
"trade offs" discussed in Chapter IIL Knowledge of these magnitudes 
would lead to suitable first guesses for the ranges over which the two 
parameters, aeration feedback gain and flow delay time, would be allowed 
to vary in the search, 
The sensitivity investigations were carried out .by conducting small 
one dimensional searches, fixing one control parameter while varying the 
other, In other words, the checks . ran along the axes of the control pa-
rameter plane, or lines of zero control effort in one variable, From 
these .preliminary sensi ti vi ty che.cks it was evident that the model was 
relatively insensitive to oxygen feedback of small magnitudes, and to 
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moderate delay parameter adjustment, These conclusions spurred an in-
vestigation of the response of the pond four submodel to oxygen addition, 
the function of the feedback, 
The pond four submodel was unlinked from the series and simulated 
independently to determine the effects of adding an input flow into the 
oxygen compartment. Results indicated that addition of this flow, eveD 
in relatively large amounts, had a small effect on increasing the stand-
ing crop of oxygen in that pond, The supplementary flux seemed to 11 flow 
through11 the.oxygen compartmentll with most of the subsequent biomass end-, 
ing up in the detritus/bacteria compartment, This was certainly inter-
esting but not surprising, In fact, this behavior could be expected in 
an ecosystem of this type. This model behavior resulted primarily from 
the nonlinear nature of the oxygen c9mpartment. 
Lack of response to oxygen feedback in the pond four submodel led to 
a far greater insensitivity in the downstream submodels, The linking 
diminished the effects of feedback and there.resulted almost no influence 
on the oxygen.standing crop in pond ten. To create a more sensitive 
model, two actions were taken, The linking parameter value for oxygen 
~as increased to LO, the maximum possible, and the oxygen feedback was 
applied to all three ponds, not only pond four, 
The o2 linking increase brought.out somewhat of a problem, due to 
the sensitivity of the model series to co2 linking, mentioned near the 
end of Chapter IIL This created a conflict because the linking of both 
of these compartments thorughout the model was controlled by a. common 
parameter. Thus, to maintain a linking value of 1,0 for o2 while having 
a relatively small co2 link for model stability, an additional linking 
parameter was installed for o2 alone,. The value of the co2 parameter was 
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left at .. 05, and the NO 3 - PO 4 parameter was increased to . 50. 
The feedback modification in the control structure followed precise-
ly the form established in Chapter III, with the exception that the 
feedback aeration was split between submodels. Cost weighting in the 
performance index corresponding to the aeration contribution was adjusted 
accordingly. The revised control scheme appears as shown in the follow- . 
ing diagram (Figure 10). The model optimization program listing is pre-
sented in the first of Appendix C, 
Pond 4 
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Figure.lo. Modified Control Structure 
Pond 10 
With these revisions included in the model, the procedure of inves-
tigating its sensitivity to control was repeated. Results .indicated the. 
model was ... considerably more sensitive to control effort, Al though the 
controls now had desirable effects on the ecosystem model response (i.e., 
increasing the standing crop of bluegill in pond ten), the performance 
index weighting was imbalanced, providing too much influence to the costs 
and penalty, Thus, the next action taken was to investigate the relative 
ranges of fluctuation for the performance index constituents, This led 
to the determination of weighting modifications (or scaling) to correct 
the imbalance, 
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A small two dimens;i.onal search was.conducted to evaluate the per-
formance index contribution ranges, The simulations revealed that fluc-
tuations of the cost of control far outweighed those of the indicator 
contributions, due to their respective weighting factors, This caused 
the search algorithm to seek the "zero control effort" corner of the con-
trol parameter plane, as the minimum performance index magnitude, 
Less expensive one dimensional searches were used to pinpoint the 
trouble, Their results showed that varying the oxygen feedback and delay 
parameters over a very wide range (0,0 - 600,0; ,090 - 1,0) incurred 
large fluctuations in cost with small fluctuations in indicc;1ior response, 
Observing the individual performance in.dex contributions and noting the 
ranges allowed in the control inputs, the contributor sensitivities were 
deduced. These.sensitivities are.listed in Table V (a), with the weight-
ing factors used given for later comparison, 
It was obvious from this information there existed a considerable 
imbalance in the contributions to the performance index, To alleviate 
this problem the weights were modified (or scaled) so that the sensitivi-
ties liste~ in Table V (a) would transform into approximately equivalent 
contribution changes, The modified weights with resulting sensitivity 
values are given in Table V (b}, 
Simulations now indicated the weighting modifications led to the 
performance index "trade offs" necessary to eliminate the. characteristic 
of minimization at the "zero control corner" of the parameter plane, 
Subsequent one dimensional searches along the control plane 
TABLE V 
PERFORMANCE INDEX CONTRIBUTION SENSITIVITIES1' 2 
Contribution 
Aeration Cost 















































2 Oxygen Feedback Range= OoO - 60000; Delay Range= 0090 - LOo 
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boundaries were now conducted over a model time period of six months, 
This was done because for approximately the first six months the oxygen 
level in the pond ten.submode! would not fall below the set point, re-
gardless of delay parameter value, Th~s, lack of oxygen feedback led to 
near duplication of simulated responses for the early months in all pa-
rameter variab)e runs. Therefore, only the last six months of the cycle 
were simulated only to save costs. The searches revealed that along the. 
control boundaries, local minima were included in the large ranges of 
control tested, In other words, th~ minimum values of the performance 
index had been bracke~ed along the control parameter axes, The results 
are illustrated in Figure 11, Note that along the delay time axis the 
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Optimization Results 
A large two parameter optimization series was now conductedo The 
computer output from this search is included in Appendix Co It indicated 
conclusively that an optimum does exist in the overall region specifiedo 
An illustration of the merit surface evaluations and their locations is 
provided in Figure 12, 
The minimum performance index value found was 109817 x 106 at 
(6600, 03933), Notice that the minimum is surrounded by evaluations of 
higher magnitudeo Converging further to the optimum by specifying a 
smaller fractional reduction would now be possible but was not done hereo 
It is obvious that the location of the minimum is subject to influence by 
the weighting factorso Further investigation is not merited here due to 
question of significance of the numbers used and those which would result, 
These results do show, however, that this minimization technique 
was successful in finding the optimal control strategy for the ecosystem 
problem posedo Not only was the minimum performance value bracketed by 
the fourth evaluation group, but_by considering Figure 12 there is no 
implication that the merit surface is other than unimodal, Also, the 
applicability of ecosystem models and simulations to the study of real 
environmental problems is clearly demonstrated, Utilizing models to 
predict ecosystem control policy effects should certainly prove success-
ful in future studies concerned with alleviating our environmental prob-
lems brought on by waste pollution. Recommendations for future work are 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A total ecosystem model has been developed for a.particular pollu-
tion abatement ecosystem consisting of a series of oil refinery effluent 
holding ponds. Simulations were performed using a digital computer, and 
the model response was verified with the observed behavior of the pond 
series. 
A control philosophy.and a measure of ecosystem performance were 
adopted. The control parameters considered were the pond series flow 
rate and feedback aeration, both of which influence effluent treatment by 
biological activity. Control costs and direct biological indicators are 
included as contributions to the performance index, 
An optimization search utilizing the computer was conducted in order 
to maximize the ecosystem performance. The minimization of the perfor-
mance index corresponded to attaining the optimal control parameter 
combination, · 
Although this thesis consi4ered a particular ecosystem problem, many 
of the approaches taken and techniques applied here serve as a basis for 
extended efforts in this field. Computer simulations.will surely play an 
increasingly .important role in the study and analysis of ecological sys-
tems. The application of an ecological performance index is necessary in 
the evaluation of possible control schemes, and control in the environ-
mental sense is certainly of the utmost value. However, before more 
t:;Q 
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exacting work can be done in these areas, ecosystem modeling itself must 
be clarified and methodized. Thus, all the recommendations made here 
concern the ecosystem modeling process. 
Recommendations for Further $tudy 
The f0llowing points must be considered in further research into the 
topic: 
1. The characteristics and attributes of ecosystem models resulting 
from application of the various popular modeling forms (linear, nonlinear, 
donor controlled, etc.) need to be .studied in a comparative light. The 
fundamental decision of which model type can replicate actual ecosystem 
dynamics in general must be reconciled, 
2. Much of the difficulty involved in ecological modeling is 
deciding which communities to include as state variables and then how to 
measure them efficiently. Criteria for selecting the populations which 
dominate the ecosystem dynamics should be outlined, so that future work 
in this field will be more organized. 
3. In iµost cc1ses to date, ecosystem models have been developed from 
insufficient data and partial guesswork. This emphasizes the need for 
refined. procedures for data collection and assimilation for the modeling 
effort. Time series data to accomodate the ecosystem identification pro-
cess undoubtedly would assist the,ecosystem modeler. 
4. The possibility of "fitting" ecosystem models to that data, 
(using tools such as the method of least squared error) as opposed to 
intuitive formulations .needs to be explored, If conclusive evidence is 
foun.d that data fitting can result in plausible ecosystem realizations, 
the modeling process involved will be greatly simplified. 
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5. Testing procedure~ should be developed for the purpose of model 
verification. !~traducing inputs or disturbances which c~n be facili-
tated in both the actual ecosystem and its model counterpart would be a 
possible testing method. 
6. It may become advantageous to consider ecosystem observability 
and controllability. Research in this area could directly influenc~ work 
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APPENDIX A 
POND TEN SIMULATION RESULTS 
The program listing and computer output for the pond ten .submodel 
simulation are presented here, The listing provides the DYSIMP user deck 
(FORTRAN IV) and complete data for the simulation problem, Output is 
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COMMUl'i/ ALL/ Y ( 92 j t 1i.(50 J tf• ( 5') J ,NV ,\I YP l ,N.Yi' Z,Nl'MAX, NX,NI(. 11''01 
CCMHUN/HfAS/TllOOJ ,•TlOUOJ I ,SOLi 1001,H 
RfAU (NR,20001 H 
DLJ 2:00, l=l,M 
Rt:AU (NK.,2001 J T( U ,wT 10 ( l J ,SOL( l J 
2002 wn 0( II =I l<TlOl! 1-32. 01 • 15. 0/9 .o I 
lfR=O 
I XV AL=l 





l'u.sCTlu~ wlOI Tl MEI 
CuMHUN/HEAS/TI 100'1,•T 1011001,SULI 1001 ,H 
UC l J=2, M 
IH TIME .LT. Till I GO TO 2 
IFITIMt.GE.TIJ-lloAND.TIHEoLE.TIJII GO TO 
CONTINUE 




J wlO=WTlO IJ-11 HT IHE-T IJ-111 *I •T 101 J 1-WTIOIJ-ll I /l Tl JI -Tl J-111 
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ENU 
FU-.(. Tl UN SOLi I Tl HEI 
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UC l J:::Z,M 
IFI TIME.LT.Tllll GO TO 2 
IFITlME.GE.TIJ-11.ANO.TlME.LE.TIJII GO TD 
CUN Tl NUE 
!Fl TIME .GE. TIHI I SDLl=SULI HI 
RETURN 
SULI =SDLI 11 
RETURN 
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Cu~MUN/MEAS/T 11001 ,wno llOJ I ,SOLi 1001, M 
cW IVALtNCEI YINPUTI. 11,FI 111 
F II I =-.15385 *YI 11-.02308 *YI ll*Y I 41 •• 00905*YI I.Pl•• 00b79*YI 101 
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n II • 1, 300000E 
YC cd -= l.62:99'119E 
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• .c!.J900E 01 
.:;:, ), OOOOE-OJ 
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YI 71 • 1,..00000E 00 
JU 2 I • S,.042000e 02 
Y'( JJ "' 1,29'iJ99'ill: 00 
YI 81 • 1. 5-9999YE 00 
X( 3J • b, l90.j91JE-Ol 
vi ,1 • ,.ooooooe 01 
YI 91 • 9 ,450000 E OJ 
VI 51 = 3,870000e 00 
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S,d9bb~24E 01 
,, 89o9925E Ql 
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l,li8054tJ~E 01 
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4, J907003E 00 
4,07b7705E 00 
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J, 3Z96-4't5E 00 
2. 119ovo,e oo· 
2, 310Ul<E 00 
,,0131878E 00 
l,o768013E 00 





l ,.ll8874ZE QO 
1, 189SJ61E 00 
l,1!;01797E 00 
1, 08<2201E 00 

























l .62'J999Zil:: 00 
1,o2923J4E 00 
1,029 ;o 20• oo 
l.bll6t155E 00 
l ,6237631E 00 
l,blo7784E 00 
1, 605•8JlE 00 
l,o888720E 00 





l ,2494183E 00 
1.1489010E 00 




8, 4llb02E-Q l 
8,3112711E-Ol 
8 ,39038Y7E-Ol 









l ,l852592E 00 
1,Hl9l 10E 00 
1,.,968 li64E 00 
l ,4489314E 00 
l ,496384bE 00 
l,537%58E 00 
l,"7242ZOE 00 
I, 5994908E 00 
l,62031J6E 00 
l ,b3b65d7E 00 
l,64d8085E 00 
l .b!>b9700E 00 
l,Obl8lb6E 00 · 
l.bb457.HE 00 
l,bb70208E 00 
















1. 38031061: 00 
1,3799152E 00 
lo37'0341E 00 
1, 3o24620E 00 
l ,3507b90E DO 
l, ll63914E 00 
1,3175735E OD 
1,292~510E 00 
1, 2601881E 00 
l,2l95997E 00 
1, 170 ISJSE 00 
l,l198263E 00 
l ,Ot.8-.iltta8 E 00 
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1,5073595E 00 
l,S357656E 00 
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1.5987988E 00 
1, 5966294E 00 
1 ,594U49 E DO 
l, 590934&E 00 
l,587D886E 00 
l,5824957E OD 
!, 57705ZlE 00 
l,5705137E 00 
l,5625830E 00 
l, 5524b54E 00 
1.53934-ltO E OD 
1. 5230o\55E 00 
l.5036383E 00 
1,4815941 E 00 
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l ,4407SOlE 00 
1,4236813£ 00 
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l ,3990698E DD 
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APPENDIX·B 
POND SERIES SIMULATION RESULTS 
The program listing and computer output for the pond series model 
simulation are presented here, As in Appendix A, the listing includes 
the DYSIMP user deck and the necessary data, Two simula1;ion runs were 
required to output all twenty-eight states, since the DYSIMP package 
allows a ma:x;imum of ten printed and ten plotted outputs, 
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8o900E 00 •ol453o29E 01 lo516U70E 01 2o9l34277E 01 4.04l925"E-Ol lo 0394520E 00 2.10 H 752E 03 lo3900bo7f. 03 9.6268-84BE 02 
~oCOCE 00 4o l751892E 01 lo 5'<20624E 01 Zo932908oE DI 4o0609082E-Ol l ol>'<22186E 00 2. l790o82E 03 1. 3942.332£ OJ ~. 64B3936E 02 
9olOOE 00 4.Z02591tOE 01 3o 5050097E O l 2o9505783E 01 <oo 0749311E-Ol lo6446218E OD 2ol905"6H 33 l.3976000t OJ 9.661t7266C 02 
'!II • .tCOE OQ •o2257045E 01 3o5852020E 01 2o9053214E 01 4o08U281E-01 lo64667l3E 00 2o l998920E 03 l. 400330.!E 03 9.6777954 E 02 
9. lOOE 00 1t • .Z45dit35E Oi 3o 0019099E 01 Zo 9779617E 01 1t.09582lltE-Ol loo•8Hl3E 00 2020804911: 03 l.4020519E 03 9o0880035E DZ 
9o.OOE 00 4.263b414E 01 3o616H96E 01 2o9890869f 01 4o l037846E-Ol l o6•99815E 00 2o2152759E 03 l.4040ld7E 03 9 .6976514E 02 
jjj. SOOE 00 •oH97455E 01 lo o30l239E 01 Zo999l211E 01 4oll04UlE-Dl l o05 l329DE 00 2o 22l 769lE 03 l. 4063 74!>E 03 9. 705H94E 02 
9,600E 00 4.292J79BE 01 3,61t0359!iE 01 lo 00670l2E 01 4oll586l 7E-Ol l o652432'<E 00 2o2267378E 03 l,4074976E Ol 9o 709H51E 02 
9. 700E 00 •ol000•70E 01 30 .. 0110,e 01 loo1109,2e 01 4o l204274E-Ol lo053]117f 00 2o 2302263E Ol l,406ld9i:E Ol 9o7ll91'1E 02 
~o eoc1: oc 4oJ04H07E 01 lo 0486954E 01 3oOU09dlE 01 4ol245431E-Ol l o6540222E 00 2o2320011E 03 1.408bilttlt: 03 9o 7lll60E nz 
9o9ooe oo 4.JOb0654E 01 lo6491013E 01 3o0l34521E 01 4o l.!83810E-OI lo65"6011E 00 2.ZlHlOlE 03 l o'<088Hlt 03 CJ.711t09l8E 02 
1.acoe 01 •• J000o'<9E DI J.6"80026 E 01 loOl<.,,o5E .01 •o u20121e-01 l o6550741E 00 2 o 23500 70E 03 1, ltOU97bbE 03 9o7l43140E 02 
1001oe 01 •.l029205E 01 J. 6441071E 01 3.0097137E 01 4ol3~3244E-Ol l o055i1974E 00 ZoZl•7175E 03 lo4086504E OJ 9o 7122974E 02 
1002oe 01 4.2950772£ 01 3oUOU12E 01 3o0039H9E O l If, l.384 751E-01 lo0555853E 00 2o23ll8l8E 03 l.4080.49lt: 0) 9 o7093701E 02 
lo C30E 01 4o2855957E 01 .3. 6260880E 01 2 ,99bZbbZ E 01 4ol"1b502E-Ol l ,0556749E 00 Zo 2313010E 03 l.'<072S4'1E 03 9o 10S9912E 02 
loO'<OE 01 .1i.27.:i?;lt71fE 01 3o6l39450E 01 2o 98 7l 70•E 01 4ol.,,9058E-Ol lo0556892E 00 lo2280621E 03 l ,1t063~tt2E OJ 9o 7022827E 02 
lo050E 01 4 • .i!00l.i!42.E 01 3oll005o61E 01 2o91110•2e 01 4o L4824l7E-Ol 1. 6'5o444E 00 2o2250057E 03 1,lt054i.1tt1E Qj 9 .b98351t!>E 02 
l.CtiOE Cl •o·2•32003E 01 lo 5839493E 01 Z 09645401 E 01 4ol5l4933E-Ol lo o55'852E 00 2o2214089E 03 lo40•9l~3f OJ ~o69l8140E 02 
1001oe 01 4.2214035E 01 3o5625087E 01 2o9"8.238E 01 4ol5H8l9E-Ol lo0552210E 00 2o2lOl22JE 33 1.4021•,<;E OJ 9.68't2920E OZ 
lo08QE 01 4ol.90llHE 01 lo5378540E 01 Zo9298050E 01 •o l582537E-Ol lo 6548777E 00 Z,2099272c Ol lo40024:i8E 03 9o6760707E 02 
l.090E 01 •ol0843!17E 01 3o5109110E 01 2o 90943oOE 01 4ol019277E-01 l .65447'<3E 00 2o..029543E Ol lo398ll•Oc Ol 9.6bi3584E OZ 
l, lDOE 01 't.l390b5bE: 01 3.4d,t't783E 01 2.8878098E 01 4o l6580l8E-Ol l ot.540232E 00 2. l953040E 03 l,l9!166.i.:iE O.:i 9 o6583057E oz 
lo llOE Cl •o l073.i9SE 01 lo 't518753E 01 2 08644531 E 01 4ol697812E-OI l.o53'<9"8E 00 2. l800So5f 03 lo 3932"42E 03 9.61't74663E OZ 
1012oeo1 4o07l7<95E 01 3,4186'i<l(i7E 01 2. 839C,88E 01 4o l 738 I07E-OI lo652893lE 00 z ol77l 794E o.; l,3904902E o, 9.0357l 78E 02 
101,oe 01 ••0300916E O 1 3ol835938E 01 2o8121735E 01 4o l7808'<7E-Ol lo 6522255E 00 Zo l608040E 03 1.3871t9.34.E: n 9 o0230249E 02 
1.1.ce. 01 3.9979•43E 01 3 • .3.uogqe 01 2 o n•2000E 01 4 ol824067E-0 I lo65149SSE 00 2. l 556035E 03 1, .3843leoia: 03 9, 6093&04E 02 
101,oe 01 3.95tl7769E 01 lo 3101563E 01 l,1555847E .QI 4o l8011025E-Ol lo0507177E 00 Zol••osolE 03 l .360~5901:. 03 "· 594 7656E: oz 
1.1ooe 01 3o9l07603E 01 3o2 704025E 01 2012,a1ose 01 4ol9llb08E-Ol lo 649ij356E 00 2 • 13104221i 03 1. 3770• ~ZE 03 9.577006dE 02 
CY S UIP S lHUlATION PROGRAM SEklES PONO HOIIEL RESPONSE PAGE 4 (If RUN... l 
IIME 
Vl291 VI 21 UICI Vll91 Y 1151 Y 1251 YI 71 Vl lot Yl271 
lol70E 01 Jod705826E 01 3" • .i!Z675"8E 01 z.o909d97E 01 4o l95528QE-Ol l.6"88523E 00 ZolU9397E H 1.3727bti3t; OJ 9.5572949£ 02 
lo l8Dt 01 3. 6215775E 01 3ol8~504E 01 z.e.5!>0369E 01 4o l999495E-Ol l o04777oOE 00 2·1017766E 01 1. 3680bS9E 03 9 ,535b494 E 02 
lol90E 01 3. 7705917E 01 3o l32:i25.7E 01 2oOl 754 76E 01 4o2D4•'94E-Ol l.04001"1E 00 2 o0856279E 03 1. 3629'il0..C.t: OJ 9.5121•36E 02 
lolOOc 01 3o7l81335E 01 h082937bE· 01 2o5789308E 01 4. 20Elfil4..38E-Ol lo 64536<9E 00 Z.0685.J83E 03 1.35751.ZZt: 03 9 .4864600£ 02 
loaoe 01 3. b6107bctE 01 l.0269Z46E 01·- 2o5365"9•4f 01 4o2lllD42E-Ol l o6"3957lE 00 2,04Q7231E 03 1. l5lO't9bE 03 9o4545581E oz 
1.22oe. c1 3.5967834.E 01 Zo9078223E 01 l,4885117£ 01 ",Z1677't7E-01 l oo"24l79E 00 2.0Z97268E 03 l o343922lt Ol 9.4181329E 02 
lo.llOE 01 3.S..79709E 01 2o90Z0477E Ol 20~365707£ 01 4o2l00142E-Ol lo o407652E 00 2o 00875Z4E 03 l .33625•9E 03 9 .379577oE 02 




2, IOOOE 00 
Yl H:.. 
YI 9J ..:: 
YUSI • 
YC 41 = 
YI 121 • 







SYHSUL "' 11 SCALE: FACTOR • 2.000E: 00 
SYMdOL "' 2, SCALE FACTOR • 2.oooe 00 
S'rNdOL a l, SCALE FAC. TOR. .a 9.000E-01 
SYHBOL • 4, SCALE FACTUR "' 4.000f 00 
S'fHtlUL = 5, SCALE fACTUR • 4.000E: 00 
S YMSOL .,. 6, SC.ALE FAC. TOK "' 4. OOOE 00 
SYHBCL • •, fCR C.OlNC (OENT PO.INT S 
YI II 
Y( 91 = 
Y 1181 = 
YI 41 = 
YI 121 :r.: 
YIZll = 
3.>Slf 01 




> ,558E 01 
••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 ••• i •• 1.4 •••• 6 •••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 ,.l. 3 4, 6 5 
1 2 3 ·"' b , 
I 2 3 , • , 6 
, , , , 1 2.3 , 4 , 6 • 5 , , 
, , •••• , ••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••• , ........ , ••••••••• 4 ••• , , ••••••• b,, •• , •• , ,5 •• , , , •••• ,, •• , 
1 32 , 4 6, ~ , 
.Ill , 4 ,6 ; 
,13 2 4 , 6 , 5 
, , , , 31 2 4, , , b , 5 , 
, •••• ,, •• •••••• •• •••• ••••• ,, ••••·•, ,,,3, l,Z,, ,, •••, •••• •• .4 •• .-. ••. ••. •••• •• •• •••.,, •••• b.,,,., ,5. • •••• 
3 I 2 • 6 5 
• l 1 2. ·" 6 • 5 
3, 12 4 , b. 5 
• , , l , 12 , It , , • , b. S • 
• ••• , •••••••••••• • •••••• 3 ••••••••• 12 ••• ,,4,, •••••••• •, •••••••••• , •••••••••• , •••••••••••• b •• s •••••••• , 
• • 't 6 5. 
3 • * 65 
3 , 4 •• 5-6 
, , S , 4 • , , , ~ b • • , 
Z, 1000E 00 , • •• , , • •••• , • ,3 •• • ,4 • •.••• , ••••• • •, •• , , , , • •• , •••• , , , , , , , • •• , , , , •• , ••• s., 6,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,,, • •• , , , , , 
. , J 4 • • ,5 6 
,34 21 , , 5 6, 
J't • . • • 6 
, lit, , • , 5 , 6 , , , , , , 
3.3000E 00 , •••••• Jlt,,, • ••••••• , •••••••••• s •••••••• 6 ••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••• ,1 ,1. 1,, •• II 11, 111,111 II,, •• 1 ••• • 
l,9000E 00 
• ,5000E 00 
5,IOOOE · 00 




•• 1oooe oo 
S, 1000E 00 
'51 .iCOOE 00 
,, ~COOE 00 




1 • ~ •s • 
3 't , ., • ,6 
j • • 5 • 6 • 
,llt-,5 16* , , , , 
, , , 3,,, It,,,, s.,,,,, ,6,, ••• , , •• , , , , •• , ..... , , , , , ••• , ••• , •••• , •• , •• , , , , , •• , , , , , , •• , , , , , , , •• , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
3 4 5 6 , • . 
, 3. * , 6 
, 3 !i It- , 6 • 
, J 5 t't6 , 12 , , , , , , 
•••• 3, s •• ,,Oo!t,,,11, ••••• 12 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I • 
.3 !> , 6 It 12 
J 564 ,12 
.3 , 5 6 "· l 2 
I j I 56 ,4 1 Z I I I I I 1 • I 
••••••••• ,l,.,,.56,,, •• .,., •• 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
.3 65, 14 2 , 
3 e»S 1 oft 2, 
3 ,6 5 1 •• 
• , 3 , 6 51 •• , , • , • , , 
••••••••••••••••••• .J,,,,6, •••••• z •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 
,3 6 15, Z • 
3 b l,!I t 4 , 
3 U 5 2 •• 
I I I .,,. 5 Z •• I I I I I I 
••••••••••••••••••••••1••••••••,.····'·Z···"··········~·············································· 1• u .. 
1• •• .. 
lC»J , 52 4, 
I I I I 16 13 • 14 I • • 1 I 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 16,,,J ••••••••• 4,, •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 3• , 4 
•• *3, 4 , 
• 61 •a •· 
, • , , , bl •• 3 ,it , • , • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• , •• 6,·,1 ••••• ,2 •• 3 •• , •• ,4., ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6 1 , 5 l 3, • 
6 1, 5 2 ,3 'e-
6 1 !i 2 , It , 
, , • • , 6 , 15 2 , 3 4, , , , 
II II I le •• 1111 le •• 1111 el Ill II ll.•••••1111 I.I •• bell I. ,,,51 ••• •• z I •• I •• ,j ,lt.,el 1e1 ••• I I II lie ••• II. e II I I •• I 
6 5 I ,2 ,3, 
b 5- 1 , 2 • 
6 5 1 , 2 ,1 
• , , , .6 ., 12 ,4.3, , , 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••s •••••••• 1 •••• 2 •••••••• 1t ••• .; ••••••••••••••••••••• 
. 6 , 5 1 2 , 4 ,3 
, 6 .s l 2 • 4. , 3 
, 6 ,5 l 2, 't , 3 
, , , , , 6 ., , l 2 4 • 3 • • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o ••••••••• s •••••••••••••••• 1 •• 2 •••••• 4 ••••••••• ., •••••••••••• 
,6 ,5 l Z 4 • 3, 
I I 6 ,5 1 l l, 'f1 ,j 
·'~6 ,5 • 1 2 4. , 3 
, , • • .o ,5 , , 12 4 , 3 , 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• s •••••••••••••••••••••• 12 •••• 4 ••••••••••••• 3 •••••• 
6 5 * ·" 3 
, 6 , 5 • ·" . J 
.6 5 • ,4 3 
• , , , , 6 , 5 , , 21 , 4 , 3 • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••6,, ••••••• s ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1t ••••••••••• ,,.3,,, 
6 5 * 4 3 
6 5 • • • It 3 , 
6 • 5 , tl 4 3 , 
, , • , b • s. , 21 , 4 , 3 • 
••II. •I•••••••• ••• lee •I.•••• ••••••••• ••••••• ••• 11,611•••• ••••!),II I •I• lie••• I .21, ••I•• I 1411 I 11 e I .,3 e ••• 
· 6 5 21 4 , 3 
,Cl 5 2 l 4 , 3 
,6 5 21 4,3 
, , , , • • 6 , 5 • 2 1 • It .3 • 
•••• , • • •••••••••• , •••••••• •, ••••••••• , ••••••••••••••• , ,.6., •• , •• , •••• 5,, 2.1 ••••••••• , • ••••• , •, ••••••• 
6 , ,251 3 'r, 
6 2. 1 5 't 
• o· 2 1 s , 3· ,'t 
• , , , , • 6 2. 1. * , 4 , 
•••• ,1111 •••••••••••••••• ; ......................... 111 ............... 1.0 ••••••• ,3., I II, •••••••• 4 ....... ~ 
79 
OYS{fff 5U-ULATICN PROllK.AM SERIES PUM, MOUt:L RtSPONSE PAGE 5 .Uf l<UN l 
't( SJ "" o.022E-01 SYMdOL :.:: 1, SCALE FACTOR "' ti.OCIOE-0.l YI 51 '"' l.402E 00 
Y'131 a l.i!JZE 00 SYMflUL 2, SCALE FACTUR'"' 3.000E:-01 Yll31 ..>; 4 • .!3.i!E 00 
Yl22J .. l.506E 00 SYl1ii0L a 3, SCALE: tACTOR"" 3.000E:-01 Yl22) "t.508E 00 
YI b)"' l.92dE-01 SYrUUL = 4, SL.ALE FACTOR ::o: 9.000E-02 Y( bt"' l.OY3E 00 
Yll'tJ • 3.233£-01 SYMBOL = 5, SCALE f-ACTI.Jk"' 6.000E-02: YI 141 l.123E 00 
Yl231 .s 8.0SSf-01 SYHtHJL"" b, SCALE FACTOFc • 9.000E-02 'l'l231 .:::a l.706E 00 
TIME SYH8UL • •, FUR CUlNCIDENT POINTS 
3.0000E-01 •••• ••• •••••••••••••• ••••• •••• ••••••• ••••••• •••• 1 •••• • •• 4. •• •• ••. ••• ••• 2 •••• ••• ., •• •• •• .5 •• •• b ••• ••••• 
1. 4 2 3 5 .6 
1. 4 2 3. s.o 
1 • It • 2. 3 :> • b 
• • l 4 • 2. 3 • :,. ti • 
9.000~E-01 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1•••••••••••4••••••••••2•••••••3••••••••••••5•b••••••••• 
1 't 2 3 5b 
1 4 2 3 50 
• l 4 • 2 3 b5 
• • I 4 • 2 • 3 • 05 • 
l.5000E 00 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l•••••••••••••••"-••••••2••••••••3•••••••••••••••••6•5••••••••• 
4 .2 3, b , 5 
2. 3 • 6 5 
.4 2 • 5 
• • • .1 • 4, • l • • 6 S • , 
·2.lOOOE 00 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1•••••••••••••••••"••••••2•••••••3••••••••••••••••••0•••••5••••••••••••• 
<, .2 3. 
• 4 z. • 5 
• l '-" • 5 
, 1 • 2 l. • • 
2,1co01::. oo •••••••••••••••••1 ••••••••••••• 4 ••••••• 2 ••••• 3 ••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••• s ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
', 2 3 6 5 
• 1 • 4 .z 3 s • 
• 1 4, 2 3 6 • • 5 
• 1. 4 • 2 3 • 6 • • • • 
3,-=IOOOE 00 ••••••••1•••~••••••2,3, ••• 6 •••••••• , •• 5 •••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l 4 23 • O 
14 • 23 b 5 • 
l'ii 326 .s 
• • ,.. 5 • •. • • • 
3e'ilOOOE 00 ••••••62·····"••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4 ,5000E 00 
5 .1oooe oo 
) .7000E 00 
b.3000E 00 
O .9000E 00 
1.;oooE oo 








• •4 2* 
.63't5ll 
, •• 2 l 
•••• 1t,i.1 ................................................................................................ . 
• 5 ... 2 l 
, 5 Jb42 , l 
5 3• Z l 
• 3• 2 l • , • , , 
••••••• s •••• 1•,2.1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5. 3•62 1. 
• 5 • b2l ••• 
• , 5 • 4 31• • • • • • • • • 
, , , , • • • •• •. • •.,. •,, •• s •• 4, ••••••• , •• • •, •,, •• , •,, •, ••• , • , •, • • •, • • • •• • •, • •. •. • • •• • • • • •. •. • •• • ••• ,,, • • • • 
4 lJ 26 
5 4 .1 32b , 
•• l 32 6 
• • • , * l l2 6 • • • • , , 
••••••••••••••••••••••• -••••••••••••• 4 ••••••••• ,6, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'tl5 23 ,6 
• • 5 23 b • 
* 5, Z 3 b , 
, • .. , , ·-~23,6 • • • , 
, , •• • • • •• , • , • , •••••• , ••• , •••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••• s ••• z. 3, • 6, • ••••••• , ••• , •••• • •••••••••••• , ••• 
• S 2 3 6. 
5 2 3. o 
•• 5 2, 3 6 
• • • • • .H 5. Z b • • • 
•• ••••••• •••• •••••••• ••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• •••••• •• 11 •••••• s •• l •• ,.3.o •• •••••••••••• ... ••• 
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APPENDIX C 
CONTROL OPTIMIZATION SIMULATION RESULTS 
The program listing and computer output for the control optimization 
series are presented here. Notice the monitoring option of sampling is 
incorporated into the user deck for nitrate (or.ammonia), fish, and zoo-
pl~nkton, The_ output first lists the variable parameters, then search 
trials and corresponding pe~forman~e index values. T~e last evaluation 
returned by the . search algorithm is the optimum combination found. 
Print.ed and plotted outputs correspond to t11is parameter combination. 
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A C.i!lJ =r-~o.3. 7c,51J1*4•3•P ll) 
XC itsl=.:~~.780"t9* 4. l•P, 41· 
A (i:! 9 J=.l!::1385*10 e25*P LU 
ACJOI -=.l. 151115*~ 7 .0•P 13 t 
·i 13·1 •= ~01 • .:.07 l't•.2. l*PI 21 
J<Ui.1 "".2.h 72727·*11 .o•·P('t I 
lflJLSAM.t..,.1i bu TU l 
X U3J.-:P (7 J•CJ.B 7 l/YI ~.21 


























































.,..::1ao ~1 .. 1 
1)fJ1:.;1')·)•1~0'J l il. l l l l l l 1£,;:2.Zi 2.i:.~iU.JjjJ.)JJ..>3~'t-·i-444<t ... 4't4!>5::>:,~;s, ~~!>Obbbotlb6bo7777 777777 Ii 
l l..\4:>~ ,.•,.oi2j-:.;e 1o~Ol ,J4~ti 78 ,~l~.i ... :.o ·1 o'>Ol"-~""!::iti 1d-,,ll.J't5b 7t,'l~l£.:i4:J~ld'lCl !j'tS::, 7ti'-iJ 
l. 1.,ALL SAfl'f'll:tYl.l,1,A&4':•J1i"'l't:»J1t'i'tOl1iJ 
,4.(.,::,)•PI n•cJ.a71/A('f.UI 
~ H(JfSAM.E,,..lJ liU TU j 
JI.I -,'t) =PC tU * t '31.45;1 /Y (.d:d 
GU fCt 4 
.J 1..A1.L ~AMt'lt:CYllo·i,A.14lJ 1 P(,.:Jl,Pl47J,ZI 
~, Jitl=P( tsl*l "·•~J /Xl41J 
4 J( 1>51=e l~l*ll•O-I ;.01500*>1 ZllHbobl 79 IJ II .021 lbb* VI 201• 
1. 064410• Y(2:.i: J+. l'tj,20l•Y ,211 + .os11~s·v ( 2.3 H.O lb249*'rC Zit-I+ 
l.Oll84B*Vl251 II . . 
ll'IJAlfSAM.t,,joll GO TO 5 
lflVll9loLf.Pll5ll GO fU b 
Xl3bl•P 1101 
G~ TO 7 
b X( 3tiJc-0.0 
GO TO 7 
5 ~A!.L SAMPLEIYl191,Xl4Zl,P1•51,Pl481,31 
!Fl U42J.L.c.PIHII GU TO 8 
X Uo l=P 110 I 
uL TO 7 
o ,1,01=0·.o 
7 X U71=Plll l*PI 1211.090 
IFIYllBl.&,f.Plhll GOH, l.> 
Xl391•Pll41•1PI 1<,J~Vl Ztlll 
J{Ub)•t'U.ll•AC3'JJ 
u,u ru 10 
1, x1.;91=0-.o 
Ali81=PIUl*Xl391 
lo C.Ut11T lt-.lUE 
i-AL L iJELAY 
Pl :il=~C 't!iil+Pl l,d 
lflYl~~HI-PI 511 17.18,ltl 
1 f AIJ. J.:..1:uo'J*i't .CJ"•PCll 
Al ... l•l.1!:li•.3.2.0*PllJ 
X lo l=.loJ. 765dl*'t. 3*PI .2) 




AC lC.1•1. 7~10:,•2?.0*?l lJ 
,:. '141:oi!Ol • .:.o 1 l't *.!: .l•PI 21 




.iull~~UT !NE: INTOE.L 
1..i..0"1NUf1/ALL/YC 9.ZJ ,X (501 ,PC ::">OJ , NW' ,,'4Y.Pl ,NYP~ ,NYH~X ,t«. ,'1RtNIIII 
L.l.ll'tHOfl.1/CU~L AY/OELAVV ( ltOOOJ 1LAbE:L1JI 25,ftl I JU TYPE ( 251 ,NI) ,MJ'( ,hDHAX, 
l1 &ii: LAY I Tl ME C2!H· 
Ou l I• !,NO 
T l14Elll•Pll<I 

























































cooooooco Ul l l lll l lLUU•a.,H:;JJ ).J.l3•""""""""o~:;;~~5 55~666be><><>~b6 717 71717 7 7d 
1 iid,•:>~ 7 e1,,-0 l~lt't~b 1 d 90 l ~,;4:,0 1 d -I) l.:,tt~o·l d'iO 12.;t45o lt:l'JO ll~45611190 lZ.34> u 7 8'.101Z.i4~b789 0 




.:>UdkLIUT I~~ PARAOJ 




t .. D 
llATA 
2 c ;) i 29 0 l ... 
0 0 Q 
4, 
o.o 5tl.O ••• o ;;.o Hu;·o 
r:!.5 "t6.0 H.5 ••·o· 41S.O 
1. 0 'tl..O· 37.0 lo.a .. 20.0 
1.~ 'oO.O J~.d 34.0 380.0 
z.c .,.1.0 36.0 lolt.O J1t-~.o 
2.:a 4d.:, 44.0 .. 2.0 3ito.o 
~.o 59.0 •3·0 ;o.o 30S.O 
3. 5 5b .• O s3.a 50.0 300.0 
... o 5S.O 53.0 ,o.o 308.0 
'o.5 0"-.5 5b.O 53.ts 37{,.0 
s. (j 65.0 58.S ~1.0 430.0 
!>~5 D.3•5 59. 5 50.2 475.0 
6.0 oz.a oo.o 60.0 ;1a.11 
o.:; oo. s, o&.O .. 1.0 5'o0.0 
1.0 76.0 7!>.0 14.0 580.0 
1.; so.a 79.5 79 .o ooa.o 
o.c s2.o &l.o· Ol.O o ... o.o 
o.s, as.a tl4.:, ts't.5 eiioo.o 
9 •. 0 · d1.o 86.0 d6.0 OdSeO 
9.5 85'.U 8't.D ·. a't. ~ 695.Q 
10.0 •2.0 81.0 dl.O o~o.o 
lC.:, n.o 74.5 H.5 on.a 
u.o 6600 01.0 os.o <,40.0 
u .• ~ .,3.:; oo.o ·60.0 600.0 
1,.0 58.0 55.0 ;,.o 54i:S.0 
l~-~ 1to.O 't.J.:i 4ct.O 475.0 
1.;.o 41.0 37.0 30.1) ,,za.o 
1.;.:, 40.0 35.d 34.Q ~ao.o 
..i.4.0 1t-.1.0 J,o.o ~4.0 34~.o 
1 .... S 'td. s 4".0 'tii:..O i20.0 
15.0 :>9.0 53.0 ,o. 0 :;05.0 
15. 5 So.o ~3 • .:; ~o.o :,oo.o 
10.0 55.0 !,J.o :;.,O.O 308.D 
lb.~ c..?..5 56.0 !,;. Cl no.o 
17;0 ,s.o ~th!> :>7 .c- 43Q.O 




















































1LJ4>b 7890 l,,45o7 HO L<345b 76\10 123456 7o9Ql23't5o 7890123450 7tl90123456789012345b 7 890 
lb.O bl. 0 oo.o oo.o >18.'J 
lu. !> 61).5 b6.0 <>1. 0 ·540.0 
l ~. c 10.0 75.0 H.O 5·-c,0.0 
1;,i. ·j dO.O 7~., B.C oOd.O 
20.0 O.!.O d.i!eO .,.o 640,0 
i:0,5 a~.-b ti4.-) ,;4.·5 t>bO.O 
21.0 "7 .0 86.0 so.o 085.0 
21, !> SS.ti t54.0 d't .s b'IS.O 
L.i:..O ill, 0 61,0 dl,O 690.0 ,~.:, n.o 74.5 -r:,-s 613.0 
".;. 0 os.o 01.a o!J.O <>40.0 
,!;,. , 6).5 60.0 oO. C 600.0 
2-..0 ,I) .o !»,O :,5. 0 :>4li,O 
1111101.:0 PUNU MUOEL uPIIMllATtUN, TlERO > b,0 
Le 42 50 20 ().0 ll, 0 , 00"5 
Ll,-.Ob 4'1 ... 3.j 't,0012 U,Nl ,86081 .46192 1583. Z 4,2105 
12,403 22. 075 l.9Hl 3.!.7o0 2,3111 ,55506 28.348 9ltl .47 
l.i!.2>3 9.H51 10.d91 l.2d74 2o.88J z. 5632 l.l,J94 .82.)79 
1.4428 7, 7877 632 .dJ 12.595 o.o 
o.o .o, 0,5 1,0 b.090 6.180 'tOO ,0 •OO.J 
1000.0 30,0 5.0 ,O'iO .90 o. 0 .!'t,0 10.0 
;;.J '+'t. 0 7.J 50,0 ,.s 1.2 2200.0 b.6 
a.o ,1.0 6.3 61. 0 5. l 1.s .SK 1500,0 
23.0 H.O 30.0 5,8 53.0 s.1> 2,0 1. 9 
l.',i lL~ 0 llCO, 0 29,8 b.O 0 .o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
8 
l 2 0 0,090 3 ,. 0 0.090 5 .. 0 0 .090 7 a 0 0.090 
~ lO 0 C ,090 11 12 ,J 0,090 U 14 0 0.090 15 l 1> 0 O.O'iO 
l ,! ,CYO 1.0 
14 o.o ooc.o 
1001011co llPf!NAL GuHRuL ~AR.UIETER COH61NATION 
2, 42 50 ,:O 6.0 1,,0 .0025 
" l < 0 0.)~0 ~ ,, 0 0,090 5 6 a 0,090 1 8 0 o. 090 
., 10 0 0, ~-0 11 12 0 o.o~o 13 l't 0 0 .090 lS 16 0 0.090 




PONO HODEL OPTlHllAHON, UERO • b•O 
VARU8Lt PARAMETER VALUt:S 
... uz1 '"' 8.999997E-02 TO 1.ooooooe oo 
Pl l'tl . o.o TO ta .ooooooe 02 
Pl • 2 .iK,7080E 06 AT 
Pl l.tl • s.,uooooe-01 PCUJ . .3 .0000001: 02 
Pl • 1.993078£ 06 AT 
PUC:.J . .3.933.333·E-Ol PU•I • ;;? .00000015 02 
Pl • l .997091 E 06 AT 
PU21 . 6.'Ja6b65E-Ol PU<Ci>I • z .oaooooe oz 
Pl • 2 .02Z!iS'tE 06 AT 
PU2J • 3.933UlE-Ol PU-'tl • 4.000000E 02 
Pl • le995'93E 06 u 
PUZJ • s.9aSbb5E--Ol PIHi • 2 .ooooooe 02 
Pl • le990 .. 39E 06 u 
PUU • L.900999~1 PIUI • z.ooooooe oi 
Pl • 2,0081"4E 06 AT 
PUZ) • 3e9.3.3)33E-Ol Pl HI • 3.33999tiE 02 
Pl • 1 e9til7BOE 06 AT 
PlUI • 3.9j.3.33lf,o,01 ,u•1 • 6.59H97E 01 
Pl '"' 2,011739£ 06 AT 
PUZ, • 3,259.Z!iSE-Ol Pl 141 • 2,U5559E 01 
Pl • 2,0l2992t: Ob AT 
PCl.tl • 't,60N06E-Ol Pl HJ • 2,U5556E 01 
Pl • l ,986.393E 06 AT 
Pll,U • l,2592!:loBE-01 Pl·l•U . 1. l04't't'tE 02 
Pl • l.9i!7149f 06 AT 
Pt 121 . 't,607'10tiE-Ol Pl l"'I • L.L~444E 02 
Pl • 1.982l61E 06 AT 
"' 12) • "• 38270'9E-Ol P,u1. b.t>OOOOOE 01 
Pl • 1. ga2a .. ce Ob AT 
Pl l2J ., J. 48393 9f-01 PCU• . b.bOOOOOE 01 
Pl • l.9833931: 06 AT 
Pl 121 • 3.93JJ)3E-Ol P(1"1 . 9.S.6294bf 01 
Pl . L.99S015E Ob AT 
PU.i!I . 3. 9B333E-Ol Pil41 a 3 .ttJ7024E 01 
Pl . 1. 98l 7aOE Cb AT 
Ptl.cU . 3. 9331.HE-Ol Pll'tl "' 6.,S99997E 01 
87 
D'tSlMP SlMULATlGN PMGGttAH OPT IM.ll CUNTROL PAH.AHHER COHtHNATION PAGt: l uf RUN l 
C.ilCER CF S'ISI EM 29 
"'UM6E k Of x• S '2 
hUfll8U OF PARAMETERS :s >O 
"u,.eeR l)f OELAYS • Ul.lPL.T INlERVAL 20 
INITU.1.. TJHE - b.OOOOE 00 fU.AL Tlfl:E . 1.20ooe 01 
JNTEbR.AllON STEP . 2. 5000E-Ol 
UdT UL Y VALUES 
YC 11 • ,.uo~99E 01 Y( 21 . Z.9U300E 01 H 31 • 't.001199E 00 YC 41 • 2. 7790'w9E; 01 YI .. . 8e608100E-Ol v·r bl • 1t.619200E-Ol YC 71 • 1. su2ooe oa YC 81 . •.210:;ooe oo YC 91 • l.ZltO:JO:lE 01 Yl 101 "' 2.207500E 01 
'tllU . 1.974099E 00 YU,U * ,.275999E 01 YI 131 • z. 311D99E Q(l Yl 11,) . 5. S50600E-Ol YUSI . 5 .800000 E-0 L 
YI 161 • 9.'tlltlOOE 02 'l'C 171 • 1.225300E 01 YUU • 9.535100E 00 YU91 a le689099E 01 V(201 . L.287399E 00 
y (211 • Ze688l00E 01 Yt22J • z. 563200E 00 YI 231 . lel391t00E 00 Yl21tl . 8.23790:JE-01 '1125> • 1.442800 E 00 
Yl2tl . 1. 181700E 00 YC21J . 6 .328298E 02 YC281 • l .259500E O 1 YC 29J . o.o 
INJTUL X VALUES .. II . 1.c.1t't9't2E 00 xc 2J • l.9U97t.E 00 xc 31 • 2.575386E 01 ,c •• . z. 800000E 01 X( 51 • 7e288't05E 01 Xt 01 • 1.820958E 01 xc 71 - 1. 001217£ Ol XC .. - 9.7lt9997E 01 XI 9J z 9.'t78969E-Ol x, 101 a l.250031E oo xuu. 1.93.3603£ 01 XU2.J • .l. 364990E O 1 Xtl.31 • l.988579E 01 XI l4J . 2.11540'tE 01 XU5) a i.90730ClE 02 
JI( 16) a 2.609998E 02 xun . l.66666bE 01 x 1181 • l .555555E 01 X(HJ • 1. 555555£ 01 X(20J . 5. lBOOOOE 02 
XCZU • 9.066117E-Ol JU 22J • 9. 32UBlE-Ol Xl2ll . 9.bJM,27E-01 XC2'tJ a 1.018100 E 00 .< l.~51 -. 1.91497bE 00 
X(261 . 2.aoooooe 01 xc2n • 7.82095&E 01 XC28J • 9e 7't9991E 01 XC291 . l.l50031E oo AClOI . 2.364996E 01 
XC 31i • 2ell5'tO'tE 01 >U:521 . 2.609998£ 02 X133J • 6.039.324E 02 xc )4j ::,; 4.853606£ 02 XI 351 • -l.065311E 02. 
XU6J • o.o XCJ71 • 2, 185185£ 01 XC381 . o.o Xl391 . o.o X 1401 • o.o 
XC41iU . c.o XC•Zl • o.o 
PARAMETER "ALUES 
PC 11 . o.o Pl 21 • 5 .OOOOOOE-02 PC ll • s.ooooooe-01 PC 41 . 1. OOOOOOE 00 Pl 5) . 6.393332 E 00 
Pt 6J • 6. 786b66E 00 PC 11 • 4. ooopooe 02 Pl 81 . 4t .000000 E O 2 PC 91 • 1.ooooooE 03 P( 101 : 3.000000E 01 
PUU .a 5.ooooooe oo p Ill! • 3.93333.3E-Ol PC l.31 . 9. OOOOOOE-D l P(l'tl . o. 600000E 01 PU5 I "' 2 .400000 E O 1 
PC lol - 1. OOOOOOE 01 PU7J . 3.200000E 01 PU81 .a 't.'tOOOOOE 01 P( 191 . 7. 2.99999E 00 Pl20) . 5.000000E 01 PUU • t.50DOOOe 00 PIZZI .a 1. 2ooooce co Pl.23J . 2.zoooooe 03 Pl24J "' 6.599999E 00 I'( 251 :o:: 2.200000E 01 
P(2bl • 3.700000£ 01 PC271 • ta.299999E 00 Pll81 • ta.lOOOOOE 01 PC291 . 5.299999E 00 P'30J z 1.5oooooE: oo 
Pl3U • s. aoooooe-01 PU21 • 1. 500000E 03 PIHi • 2.300000E ·01 PC341 • l. 8000COE: 0 l Pl.;i!>) . 3. OOOOOOE OJ. 
Pl.:ibl • 5.799999E 00 Pll71 a 5. 30000CE 01 Pl ~U:11 . S. 5'N999E 00 PU~J . 2 .000000 E 00 P 1401 • l .900000E 00 
Pl4U . t.919999E 00 Pl42.J • 1.zoooooe 01 Ph3J • l. lOOOOOE O 3 P( 4t4J • 2. 979999E Ol Pt45J . ta.ooooooe oo 
Pl46J • o.o Pl41J .a o.o P(48) • o.o P149J • o.o Pf 50) "" o.o 
r1n uun 
fl 11 • ih9333J3E ... Ol fl 21 . 3. 933333E-Ol Fl 31. 3.933333E-01 fl ., . 3.9333l3E:-Ol Fl " . 3.933H3E-Ol fC 61 • l.'U3333f-Ol fl 11 • 3.933333£-01 fl Bl . l. 933333E-Ol 
O'YSlfltP S.1'4ULATIUN PRUGRAH OPTI HAL CCit.lTRUL PARAHETER COHBlNAT ION 
TIME 
PAGE: 2 OF RUN I 
'd3Ct YI 31 YIUI Y l.?01 YI Bl YI 171 YI 211 'r'l24tl '1''26 I 
b. OOOE 00 4t.0071993E 00 1 •. 97~0992E 00 1. 2873993E 00 i1,.;.uoi1,998E DO 1.2252999£ 01 1. 259499VE O l 8e2J789'lil!>E-Ol 1. 7876997E 00 
t.1.osoe oo ~.Ol2HllE 00 l.9b43307E 00 1,2S85592E 00 't. l 92't458E 00 l.Zl.S~l50E 01 1.217089lE 01 del005H7E-Ol 7 e809 U54E Ol'l 
De lOOE 00 3e 9tl'i.lbblHIE 00 l• 9S39385E 00 l.242571BE 00 4.17637921: 00 t.205525.5£ 01 1. 2033511E 01 8. 3b7865H:-01 7. 83139bl E 00 
ti.150E OC 3.98303"1E 00 l.94t29191E 00 !. 22 ~16201: 00 't.l6116SZE 00 1.1956555£ 01 l.19132761: 01 B.440151ltiE-Ol 7.8550081E 00 
6.ZOOE 00 .>.9734t.2lOE 00 l.9310't6SE 00 l.2l'ill269f 00 .tt. l't'tSl93E 00 le 1858166£ 01 l. l79l4tlOE 01 s.5174dt1~E-Ol 7.8799782E 00 
6.:tsce cc 3.959C292E 00 lo 9184t0S5E 00 1.20S2507E 00 4t.l2.95400E OD l.176Z092E 01 1.l67003bE 01 a. S998'tlOE-Ol 7. 90b2643E 00 
o.300E 00 3.9474573£ 00 l • 905206 7E 00 le l9't5't86E 00 "• u2,a1,2e oo 1.16ti6518E 01 l .U!il992E 01 8ebti725't21::-0l 7.9J38ij8-'tE 00 
6. 350f DC ~. 9lS3bOOE 00 l.ti917281,f 00 l.183093U 00 .r.,.0965S7bE 00 1.1!t71924f 01 l. l't3H29E 01 a. 7197bl2E-Ol 7.9628992E 00 
b.ltOCE 00 3e92l8950l: 00 1. 8505926E 00 1. l 7l98DOE 00 -'t.OBOft.917£ 00 1.l471818E 01 1.u20121:1e 01 l:l.871l"tlt7E-Ol 7.9932957E 00 
6.,,50E 00 3.9003DO!IE 00 1.a21 .. 31e oo l.l6290J'lilE 00 ~. 064SZOtlE 00 l.Uft.'l632E 01 l.1206~82E 01 a.9799b60E-01 b.0250750E 00 
be 50CE 00 J.8947277! 00 1. llZ66tt 78! 00 1.uu,11!£ oo 4e0USZ't9E 00 lel237.,90E 01 1. 1094669E . 0 l 9. 087Sddbt:-Ol 8e0582561E 00 
6.550E 00 .:S.d5423bSE: 00 1.a100.m,e oo I. U39Zl3E 00 4t.027987SE 00 1.1114204-E 01 le0963~03E 01 9.2004'1-7.iH:-01 e.09ll625E 00 
o.cOOE 00 3 .SZ2616!5E 00 1. 7932144E 00 1.1165905£ 00 ·\.007.2.~0JE 00 l.0994513E 01 l• OB2l280E 01 9.3185ttBC-01 &.1Z91S304E 00 
6et5Ce cc 3. 7926705£ oc 1. 7628412E 00 le09991 ne oo 3 .9US4llE 00 1.0872838E 01 1.06811:112£ 01 9.4'tl71l'i'c-Ol e.10111119e ao 
o.1ooe oo 3.7etl7760E 00 1. 73.,9977E 00 1.C829.029E 00 3. 96JJ92l'E 00 l. 07.,9413 E 01 1.ous111e 01 9e57007"1E-Ol 8.2DB2HBE Ot\ 
6.75CE OC 3. 730lti93E 00 1. 7lZ87l6E: DO 1.06685153£ 00 J.9410696E 00 l o0625152E 01 1.0~1101ij,f 01 c;. 7032ts07E-Ol 8.2't99981E t)Q 
6.ttOOf 00 3e 69d9794E 00 1. c900139E 00 1. 0304t098E 00 J.918572ft.E 00 l .05M617E 01 l.OZ15278E 01 9el.i'tl5~17E-01 8e2937603E 00 
b.850!: 00 3.6662129£ 00 l,665S68U 00 1.027'717E 00 3. 89'865~E 00 l.0385974tE 01 9.99.,89'tOC 00 9.9838071:iE-Ol 8.3381987£ 00 
o. 'iOOE 00 3.M7C594tf 00 1. 64tS0.5711f 00 1.0036 78Je 00 3.IU't8381E 00 l .03164 7 lE 01 9.9001865E 00 1. 0130510E. 00 B. 38't4824E 00 
6e'il50E CO 3,b.ZJ9033E 00 1. 6327581£ 00 9. 958H02E-Ol J.872.6034.E 00 l.02.S2lS7E 01 9,Bl74t829E 00 1.0 2a 1i9111:: oo a.432:'tlbOE 00 
1.000~ 00 3 .6001282 I: 00 1.61661:187E 00 9.839886~E ... Ol 3.8503b7E 00 1. OU52S9E 01 9. 74U570E 00 l .041i36.:12.5f 00 a.4825382£ Otl 
7,CSCE; CC 3. 5879955£ DO 1. 6075039£ 00 9.h't2863E-Ol 3 .81t588BlE 00 l,012~076E 01 9.6772165E 00 1. 0!:194371:iE: 00 8. S339966E 00 
1.1ooe oo J.5743074£ 00 1. 5965357£ 00 9.69l2b76E-Ol 3. 8.Ul623E 00 l.006ttb07E 01 9.oU5l25E 00 1.0 75"i-595E 00 e.586b404E 00 
1. UOC DO 3e5598011E 00 l.58tt2827E 00 9.6l4015BE-Ol 3e8202801E 00 1. 0009765£ 01 9.5S28040E 00 l.09lbtt72E 00 8.6403418E 00 
1.,ooc oo 3e 54't8198E 00 1.5756063£ DO 9. 5394il2E-Ol 3. 8073959E OD 9 .9S.,1922E 00 9 e4t929371E 00 1. l0803d9E 00 a.6950b07E 00 
1.2soe oo 3.529't47ttE 00 1.565077SE OD 9.~65S228E-01 3. 794~965.E 00 9.8986721£ 00 9e4.34284t2E 00 l.124546lE 00 8.7507038£ 00 
7. ::OOE 00 3. 5Ulij35E 00 le 55't314bE 00 9.39184t90E-Ol 3.7815924E oo 9 .8443317£ 00 9.376't471E 00 l.1411648E 00 8. 8072090E 00 
1.350E 00 3.4978't95E 00 1. 5437b70E 00 9. 3182456£-Ql 3. 7686787E 00 9.79054t64E 00 ~.3l9b3lbE 00 l.1578b8'tf 00 8.8644905£ 00 
7.ltOOE 00 J.'t8l6589E 00 1. 5329704£ 00 9.Z454155E-01 3e75!i.7507E 00 9. l371768E 00 9. 263758JE 00 l.l74b.3't9E 00 8.9224758£ 00 
J.'450E CC 3.4b524.2'tE 00 l. 522352£E 00 9.l 727626E-Ol 3.7't28055E 00 9.6857195E 00 9.20892.0SE 00 1. l 9 l43o8E 00 8. 9810817E 00 
,.soot: oo :J.44"86227E 00 l.5116320E 00 9.10081tJ7E-Ol 3. 72 984t 79E 00 9.b3453ta7E 00 9.1550732£ 00 1.2082500E 00 9.0't02479E 00 
1. 550E 00 3.42U4763E 00 l.4t987183E 00 9 .o 168297£-0 l le 716l72'tE 00 9. 5818567£ 00 9. 09999Z8E 00 1.22soo23E oo 9.0997572E 00 
7.600£: .oo 3.40b1¢.02E 00 l. 't8b7Z77E 00 B.935147SE-Ol 3. 7026 701 E 00 9,5t29J779E 00 9 .0456 305E 00 l.l416058E 00 9. l 593l66E 00 
7 .t150E 00 .>.3878794E 00 l.'t14l840E DO 8.85'iti395E-OL 3. 6890ti't0E 00 9.4777365£ 00 8.99l8537E 00 1.25804tt;::«: 00 9 .218t1950E 00 
1. 700£ 00 3. 3ti 76224E 00 l.'e618692E 00 8.71379t19E:-Ol 3 .6'754255E 00 9.427134t5E 00 a. 9392719E 00 l.2H3063E 00 9.2783957E 00 
J.150E QC 3.347343'tE OD 1.~4t91l37E 00 8. b941i2822E-Ol 3.6617823E 00 9 .37 74l47E 00 8.8877935£ 00 ,l.2903H9f.: 00 9.3377695E 00 
7.BQQf 00 .3e32701S9E 00 1.4375076£ 00 8.6l525b5E-Ol 3.641H30.,E 00 9. 3266591£ 00 8. 83 Jlt94t9E 00 l .3062305E 00 9.3969612E 0(1 
1.esoe oo 3.30bti387E 00 l. li253988E 00 a.536d538E-Ol 3 .b3't47'tiE 00 9.2tiOlH61E 00 Be 71i83635E 00 t.J2l8679E: 00 9. 4559164£ 00 
7.900E 00 3 • .2:8ti2320E 00 l.'illl3797E 00 8e 'i593439E-Ol 3. b208258E 00 9.2338533E 00 8.7403545E 00 l.337l7l.oE 00 9.5l45807E 00 
7.950£ 00 3.265i8205E 00 l.'t014282E 00 8.3825505E-Ol 3.6071901E 00 9.l81775bE 00 a. 693't605E 00 l.3524J61E 00 9.572903bE 00 
tl.OOOE 00 3. 2451,Q62E 00 1. 389555'9E 00 8.3064bb3E-Ol 3.5935764£ 00 9.l425819E 00 8eti476593E oo 1. 36 7J4t68E 00 9.630838'tE 00 
a .osoe. oo 3.2339993E 00 l.3a32722E 00 8.2602L0tjf-Ol 3. 5817013£ 00 9.1049881 E 00 8.609279bE 00 l.l8l9523E 00 9.68801JlE 00 
ti. lOOE OC 3. 222t11:15lE 00 1.3757305£ 00 8.2131070E-Ol 3 o570Z70SE 00 9 .0697441E 00 8. 5731106E 00 1. 3962l 93E 00 9.7442350.E 00 
a.15Cf 00 3.210!>722:E 00 1. Jod.3&53E: 00 1:1. lta56349E-Ol 3.5589972E 00 9.0365610E 00 8.539476~£ 00 l.410LJ9l.E 00 9. 7994b52E 00 
a.,!:OOE 00 J.1979532E 00 l.3611507E 00 8.1197858E-Ol 3.5478363E 00 9. 0040083E 00 a. 5069bl8E 00 1.4"2.HOJOE 00 9.8536730£ 00 
a. i5CE: OC 3.l854753E 00 1. 3540297£ 00 8.07't2180E-Ol 3.5368338£ 00 8.9720917£ 00 8.47S5507E DO l.43b9Ld3c 00 9.9068327£ 00 
d.300E 00 3. L lii!963lf 00 1. 3't68981E 00 8. 0285180E-Ol 3.5260382£ 00 a .9't10744E 00 8.4450865£ 00 l.4'99768lE 00 9.9589148£ OCI 
8d50E 00 3.1603708£ 00 l •. H97369E 00 1 e"829c,93E-01 3.5154276,f 00 ts.9109513£ 00 8. 4155235£ oo l. 4ti225l.oE 00 t .0009897E 01 
a. 'iOCE 00 3.l41756ttE 00 le3326178E 00 7.93777471:-01 3.5049887£ 00 8.8816338£ 00 a.3868322£ oo 1.4743710£: 00 1. 0059765£ 01 
a.450E 00 3.11s111BE Oo 1.3255281£ 00 7.&92d989E-Ol .>. 49'tl214E 00 a. 8530626E 00 8.35&9706£ DO l.48bl231E 00 1.01oesose oi. 
a. ~COE OC 3.1224't5lE 00 1.llt14557E DO 7 .8462610.E-Ol J. 4846 l 72E 00 a.5z52201e oo 6. U19035E 00 1. 497501:lOE 00 l.Ol56111E 01 
a.ssoe cc 3 .10ti080 lE 00 l. l09~339E 00 7. 793Z519E-01 3.4740ll'tE 00 8.7953796E Oil 8.3031~49£ 00 1.50852.HE 00 1.0202614E o~ 
· d.6QOE 00 3 .089969oE 00 ', 1.3006535£ 00 7. 7384526E-Ol 3.~b33293E 00 a. J657&4JE 00 1:1.i747345E 00 1.5191!>9.H 00 1.024798 lE 01 
a.c.5Cf CO 3.074259t1E 00 1.2919703E 00 7 .68't0371E-Ol 3 .452&809£ 00 a. 73b39llE 00 a. 24tJ4876E 00 1. 5294.?:28C 00 l.0292231E Q~. 
1:1.1001: 00 3.05d3906E 00 l.28.3l748E 00 1. 629'H51E-Ol 3.4425564E 00 a. 707b740E 00 8.2l&d578E 00 l.5393.l57C 00 1.033538.ftE C11. 
8. 750E 00 3.042b502E 00 l • .Z747908E 00 7 .57b24b3E-Ol 3.4323.BOE 00 8. 6Hl565'tE 00 8.1918335£ 00 l.54887btJI: 00 1.0377't6H 01 




8. 850E Oil 
t:1.'iOOE CC 
8.950E 00 
9. COOE CO 
9.050£ 00 
9. lOOE 00 
9e l50E 00 
9.zoo E oo 
°'• i50E 00 
'i.3COE 00 




9. ~5CE CO 
9.bOCE 00 
9eD!:IOE 00 
'ie lCCE 00 
9.l§OE 00 
9. t!OCIE 00 
':ie 850E 00 
9e900E 00 
















1. 075E 01 
1.01:SOE 01 
l.C8!:lt 01 









l,135E O L 
l,140E 01 
l. l4t!:IE Cl 









le lliOE 01 
Lel85E 01 
1.190E 01 
I, 1'5E 01 
1.,ooe 01 





z. 904t109'tE 00 
2.95989blE 00 
2 .95347b'ilE 00 
2.94b9l8SE 00 
2.940b595E 00 
Z. .9342403E 00 
2.'i21940'4E 00 
2.9216290£ 00 
2. 9153528f 00 
2.909l091E 00 
;.!.9028tllOE 00 





2. 'il201937E 00 
2.9230013E 00 
2e9258l8SE 00 
2. 92870Ui: 00 
2.931604.ltE 00 
2 .9o\2112t:I E 00 




l .9954281 E 00 
:;.0061611E 00 
3.0l 700CJ2E 00 
3.0279503E 00 
3.0Jti9B33E 00 
3 .0609512:E 00 
3.0837b41E 00 
3. l0b4'i153f 00 
3.1289358£ 00 
3. U154o5E 00 
3. Lllt28401:: 00 
3 .1973010E OD 
3.220b907E 00 
3 • .z,443 724f: 00 
3.lOiilSbJE 00 
J.2982216f 00 
3.32&1t7 79E 00 
1. H8'il287e 00 
3.389B23CE 00 
3.lt21071t9E OD 
J. lt52 71t04E 00 
3."84«i811E 00 





3. l2't2069 E 00 
Y( lU 
1.i:..77734E 00 
1. 21t93312E 00 
1.2't09b01E 00 
le232b422E 00 
1. 22958 l6E 00 
1.22b2812E 00 
1. 222 8', 79E 00 
1. 2 l9'40°'12E 00 
1.21592'43£ 00 
l• 212~'481E 00 
1. 2090616E 00 
1.2057333£ 00 
1. 2021t3 74E 00 
1.1991453E 00 
1. 20l2't91E 00 
l.2027655E ClO 
1. 2038794E 00 
1. 2C51210E 00 
1. 2066 UltE 00 
l.20lil976E 00 
1. 2097709E 00 
l.21l2617E 00 
1.2127838E 00 
1. 2 lltl888E 00 
1.2208519E 00 
1. 2258511E 00 
l• 2310772:E 00 
1.2.H0911E 00 
1. 242S423E 00 
1.2'82252E 00 
l e25'tl553E 00 
1. 2597980E 00 
le20592't5E 00 
1. 2717133E 00 
le 2B53985E 00 
1.,90187E 00 
1. 3Q93309E 00 
1. 3lt11U139E 00 
1.3330126E 00 
1. 343860t>E 00 
1.3572'tl6E 00 
1.:H00.399E 00 





1 •. 402977'.E 00 
1.-UO<\UH 00 
1. lt9756UE 00 
&. 515553515 00 
l,5339HiltE 00 
l, 55lUllE 00 
1. 51 lU60C 00 
le59b32d7E 00 
1. 6.240'788E. 00 
1,050 l409E 00 
Y( 201 



























7 .33577 25E-Ol 
le370l223E-Ol 
l.403266°'1E .. Ol 
1 .,439z5..,.se-o 1 
1e~l52U5E-01 
7e510657lE-01 


































3. 31t't46b2E 00 
3. 3391075E 00 
3.3339682E 00 
3.3.l90.272E 00 
3 • .l.24264SE 00 




3. 3162889£ 00 
3.315oUBE 00 
3. 3151 712 E 00 
3. 31~9300E 00 
3 .:H.ltli089E 00 
3.314tti&U1E 00 
3.3lb8192t: 00 
3 .3194ll3E 00 
3. 322 l l30E 00 
3·.3249661tE 00 
3.32B035""E 00 













3. 413983.3 E 00 
J • ..,.22H09E 00 
.3 .4330718E 00 






J, 5ll86D6E 00 
s .s2~012•e oo 
3. 536!H't.3E 00 
3,5519075E 00 
).56125',lE 00 
3. 5B27!li70E 00 
vt17 I 
d. 6Z49H.:!E 00 
8 .5983944E 00 
8. H2l543E 00 
8.5 ... 61873£ 00 
8 .5292721 E OD 
8.513'tlB3E 00 








8 .4114237£ 00 
!le't095316E 00 
8. 409't1925E 00 
8.'t09582lE 00 






a. '92°'1861t8E 00 
8.4t3lfl898E 00 
s.445207bE 00 
a. '955154t3E 00 




0. s13a:;sOE oo 
8 .S2622t:.OE 00 
a .546S7't6E 00 
















9. 0707HltE DO 
9 .1108398£ 00 
v.uunoe oo 
9. 201753bE 00 
9 ,2Slt017"E 00 
9e l099909E 00 
SIMULATION PRDURAM OPTI fllAL CChTAOL PAAAM&TEII CIJMilNAT ION 
Y( JI Ylll I Y 1201 Yi U Yi 171 
3, 1709703E 00 l,Cl586CKE 00 1, 0037lllE 00 3.598.910! 00 9.U7111tll 00 
3.816ll9lE 00 1.1o;osse oo 1.01nonE: oo l. ff1"'U48E 00 9.lt263210E 00 
3. 86b3lJOE 00 le 130!53'tbE 00 1,01692,HE: 00 3.Ul't71JE 00 9 .ltl59J90E 00 
3.9U5769E 00 l• 7596HOE 00 1. 05580.lE 00 J,.6'tl't842 E 00 9 .54 llt539 E 00 
3e9ffblll2E 00 1.18~'4217E 00 l.0739555E 00 3.6656704E 00 9.UOfllSJE 00 
•,Ol77'19E 00 I, Sl95l95E 00 l,09l3948£ 00 3,0830997! QO 9.6157.ltltlE 00 
4,0702515E 00 l,850Ul0E 00 1.112oug.e oo .3. 70079.331! 00 9. 7'9278161! 00 
V IZdJ 
8.1)9Dbl5E 00 
tt. ll4t4581E 00 
8.069o06bE ::,o 
ti. 065b891f Oil 
8.0 .... 81814c. 00 
ti. 0335865£ 00 
8.0201t372E 00 
11.0000109 E: oo 
1. 99b258lE OD 
7.9849081E 00 
J.9lHb09E 00 






1. 9388'93 lE 00 





7 .9417..,.25£ 00 




l .99'492.ltSE 00 
8.0060453E 00 
e. 011z911e oo 
8 .0286tH5E 00 
n. DltOlb 11 e oo 
a.OS2lb22E 00 
8 .0714397 E 00 
lie 092b905E 00 
8.1U,6267E 00 
8el3990l8E 00 
e. lb52b32E 00 
Be 1897071:fE 00 
8.215876bE 00 





0. 393U56E 00 
a.lt289!513E 00 
8.461t'tC.51E 00 
lie S012910E 00 
a ,53911oze oo 
8.5170102E 00 
1. 6Ut6315E 00 
I .bSUblt8 E 00 
8. l01t7272E 00 





,. 9877501! 00 
9.0 .. 9521•£ 00 
9.1U9383E 00 
9,180003lE 00 
9 • .20111.teE 00 





l. 591 HOH 00 
l.5993147E: 00 
l .6064t:J5"t E 00 
1. b132DJH:. DO 
l.bl96099C 00 
1.02s1Z.,t:JE: oo 
1. b3lft.\7ttE 00 
l.b368561£: 00 
1. 641 %O!IE 00 
l.646791.2E 00 
l.6513b34E DO 
le b556lD3E 00 
1.65951 J6£: 00 
l .. bbl2252E 00 
l.0666012E 00 
l.6697181E 00 
le 6l259o0E 00 
1.67524911: 00 
l .b716'w134 E 00 
l .. b7994ZlE ..00 
l .6820107£ 00 
l .6838~b4E 00 
1. &85507 bf 00 
l .6869418E 00 
l.68820t.7E 00 
L. bli929~bE 00 
le690l'.;90E 03 
L. b910l91E OD 
l.69111.:'.'tE 00 




1. b932lb'c 00 
1.6932281£ 00 
1. b930"/5.2E 00 
L.b928.i!82E 00 
l .b92"i,896E 00 
1.6920119£:: 00 
l.bl,ll5741E 00 
l .09100t:Jbc OQ 
1. 69035721:. 00 
l.6896191E 00 
l. 68ti8008E 00 
l.6879005E 00 
l.6Bbi259f. 00 
1. 68587'49E 00 
1.08"75Z5E oo 






PAGE • Uf- RU'-4 
YCZltl 

























1. 0933l67E 01 
l .091t8298E 01 











l el04UZ5E 01 
1.10 .. b&ltbf 01 




l. l045005E 01 
l.lO't31UE: 01 











1. 09t:.9501.te 01 
1.095998 LE 01 
l.09't9997E 01 















IH'5!MP SlHULAJION PRUbtl.AM UPHMAL CCIIITROL PAHAt-11;.Tt::H C.OHtHNATli.lN PAGE l Of- IW,'\i l 
URIJi:R Of SYSTEM 29 
NUl"18EH Of- XI.) 42 
MJ,-~E.R Of PAH.,01t:T EtolS • ,o 
t-.UMSER Of- UCLAYS • CUTPUJ 11\TERIIAL 20 
INJ.TUL TIME . b.00001; 00 
f1"4AL TIME . L.2000E 01 
11\Tl;GIUT ION ~ T fP . 2 .SOOOE-03 
lhlTUL Y "IIALI.IES 
YI II • 2.140599E Ol YI 21 • l.943300E 01 YI 31 . 4.007l99E 00 Y( 41 . 2.779099E 01 Y l 51 • 8 .t,08100E-O l 
YI •• . 4.0l9200E-Ol " 11 • 1.5113200E 03 YC 81 • 4.210500E OC YI •• . l. 2"t0300E Cl VtlOt . 2.207500E 01 Ytlll • 1.97't099E 00 YI 121 • 3. 27599'iE 01 YU31 • 2.31109'ilE 00 YCHI • 5. 5500COE-O 1 YI 151 . 5.SOOOOOE-01 
YU61 • 91414700E 02 YU71 • l1225300E 01 YIUU • 9.S35100E: 00 Y(l,;I . l.bll9099E 01 Y (201 • l.287399E 00 
Yl2U • 2.b88300E 01 Yl221 • 2. 5632 DOE 00 Y(231 ~ l ,l39400E 00 Yl24J a 8.2J79ClOE-Ol VI 2~1 . L. 442800E 00 
Ylii!U • 7, 767100E 00 Yll7) • 6. 32B29t1E O.! Yl2t1J . 1. 259500E 01 Y(29J • o.o 
ltd TUL X VALUES 
XI .ll • l.6't4942E 00 XI 21 • 1. 9H976E 00 XI 31 . 2.·sn.1aae 01 X( "ti • z ,800000 e o 1 X( " 7.28!3405E 01 XI 61 . 7,Sl0958E 01 XI 11 • 1.001211e 02 XI ... 9. 749997E 01 XI ... 9.4789t,9E-Ol xt lOJ . l o2S003l E 00 
XC lit • 1.9.H603E 01 )U lZ) • 2. 36499bE 01 X U3J a l .98t,579 E D 1 Xl UI s 2. ll540itE: 01 K(bJ . 2. 907300E 02 
XC16) • 2.609998E 02 Xl111 • l,6b6666E 01 X( 181 a lo S55555E 01 Xll'ilJ . l.55!i5!15E: 01 x1.::01 .. 5.LBOOOOE 02 
XC2U • 9.066l77E-Ol Xt221 • 9.321382E-Ol XClll • 9o676427E-O 1 XI 2'tl . l. 018100E 00 X(25J .... l .914976E IJO 
XC261 • 2,BOOOOOE: Ol Xl271 • 1. i2QC,58E 01 Xll8J . 9.l499'i17E 01 Xl29J • l.Z50031E 00 xc 301 .. 2.364996E 01 
Xt3U • .l.llS40'tE 01 xt321 • 2. 609998E 02 x, .33) . 6.039324E 02 Xtl4J . 4.tt53ti06E 02 XC35 J • -l.065311E 02 
lH.361 • o.o XC37J • 2.l8!il8!iE 01 Xl381 • o.o X(39J • 0, 0 XC401 . o.o 
x l"tll .. o.o Xt 42J • o. c 
PAAAf'HE:A \IALUES 
Pl 11 • o.o Pl ... s. ooooooe-02 Pl JI • 5 .000000 E-0 1 Pt 1tJ • 1.ooooooe oo Pl 51 • a.393332E 00 
Pl 61 • 6e18600bf 00 Pl 7J • -..ooooooe 02 Pl Bl • 4.000000E 02 Pl •• . l • OOOOOOE: 03 PllOJ . 3.00.:ioooe 01 PC lU • 5.00000QE 00 P(lZJ . 3. 93333lE-Ol PH3J • 9.ooooooe-01 PIH)• ti.600000E 01 Pl lSJ . 2.40QOOOE: 01 
f'Clb I "" 1.ooooooe 01 Ptl 7J • 3. 20COOOE O 1 Pl l8J . "t.400000E 01 Pll9J . 7 .z:999c,ig E 00 JJ l.!.01 • 5 ,OOOOOOE Q 1 
Ptit:U . 1. S.OOODOE 00 PIZZI . l ,200DOOE 00 Pt23J • , • zoooooe o 3 P( HJ . 6. 599999E 00 P(.2:,) . 2.2oooooe 01 
Pl26) • 3. 7t'OOCOE 01 Pl271 • 6.299999E 00 P(281 . 6,lOOOOOE 01 Pl29! a 5.299999E 00 Pl 301 . 1.500000£: 00 
PU1J • 5. 800000.E-0 1 PU2J • 11 5QOOOOE OJ Pl33) . z. 300000E 01 PU4) . l.t!OOOOOE 01 ., l.~5) 3.000000t 01 
Pl 361 . 5. 799999E 00 t'IHI . s.3oooooc 01 Pl31il • 5 .5999991: 00 PC 39) • 2. OOOOOOE 00 Pl40J . l.900000E 00 
Pi'iU a le9l'illi99E 00 P& 42J • 1 • .zoooooe 01 Pl43) . l ,lOOOOOE 03 Pl"i>41 a 2.979999E 01 111451 • o.ooooooe. oo 
Pl4bl . 0,0 Pt47J • 0,0 P(lt8) a o.o P(491 . o.o Pi!IO J .. 0 .o 
TIME DELAYS 
Ft u . ::t.933HJE~l fl "' . .:J.9333JJE-Ol Fl ... 3. 933.HlE.-Ol fl •• . 3. 933333 E-01 f( 5) a 3e93J.3HE-O 1 H ... J.93,33.3E-Ol Fl ll • 3. 933333 e-01 Fl ... 3.933333E-Ol 
UYSIMP S IMULAT IC!~ PROl>kAH OPT iH.tiL CONTROL PARAMETER C.OIWINA HON PAGE l. Of KUN 1 
TIME 




6. l50E 00 
6. lOOE 00 
o.250E 00 
b. ]OOC OC 
o.3501:: 00 











6. ',SOE 00 
1.oooe oo 
7.050E 00 
lo lOCE 00 
1.1soe co 
7.200E: 00 
7. 250E 00 
1.::0CE 00 
7 • .3!,0E 00 
l. 'iCCE CC 
7.'i5CE 00 
7.SCOE 00 
1. !:i:IOE OC 
7.600E 00 
7. 6~CE 00 
7. lOOE 00 
7.150EOO 




a .. oooe oo 
a. O!'>OE 00 
a.1ooe oo 
8.l~OE 00 
d• ..:OOE OC 
8.250E 00 
a.JOOE 00 
Ii. ZSOE 00 
8."iC:OE 00 





1>. 700E 00 












3. l'ilOOO·lE 01 
3.l670288E 01 
3e l87C950E 01 
3.20d02clE 01 
3.2297056E 01 
3. 25205J8E 01 
3.2H019aE 01 
3.2985611E 01 
3. 322b349E 01 
3.3472672E 01 






3. 5226852E 01 
3.51t66797E 01 
3.570"iOlOE 01 





3. 70d9859E 01 
3.7319~9.ZE 01 
3.7549927E 01 
-'• 7779510C 01 
3.800tl591E 01 
3.112370JOE O 1 




3 .. 93J024bE 01 
3. 'Jl5..t.b057E 01 
3.97lb5.HE 01 
3.9900635E 01 





It. 092135bE 01 






2, 26b26 74E 01 
2.317"U"iE 01 
4':.3b2l032E 01 
z. lt02053dE 01 
2,,..H5931E 01 
2. 4b90838E 01 
2. it989·1tSlE 01 
<t.5254654E 01 
2. 51tt165llE: 01 
2.57lb76oE 01 
2.594tl990E 01 
z. 61883711: 01 
2, 64.3496 lE O l 
Zeb688354E 01 
&..69,.790bE Ol 
2. 7 ll2250E 01 
2. 741i0591E 01 
2. 71S29it5E 01 
2.B028397E 01 




2. 9370840E 01 
2.9b.31U9E 01 
2. S680906E 01 
3.0l2t:i603E 01 
3 .0368484E 01 
310606705E 01 
.3,0bltl507E 01 
3. 1074'tl 7E 01 
.3. l.307068E 01 
3.1:>3910bE 01 
3. l 770355E 01 
3.2000505E 01 
3e2.22953&E 01 
3. 21t57153E 01 
3.20t133l9E 01 
3. 2907959E 01 
.;..31:::uo12e 01 
3 • .33482.21E 01 








3. 41i47250E 01 
3.510156.JE 01 
J.:>2!16't70E 01 
3. 54ll 758E 01 
3.5507184E 01 
3.572Z504E 01 
3. 51:l7751'i8E 01 
Yi HU 







2. 068641 lE 01 
2.09t!91i99f: 01 












2. 3a900 l 5E o 1 
2.4109802E 01 






2. 5556885E 01 
2.5751877E: 01 
2.59452821:. 01 
2. 6138275E 01 
2 .6J.305JOE 01 
2.t1521835E 01 
2161l2G51E ·01 
2.69010 UC O 1 
2. 7C88b69E 01 
i.72H872f:. 01 
2.7459595E 01 
2. 7642176E 01 
2.7820999E 01 
2 • 7990784t 01 
2,8153152E 01 
2.8J08d99E 01 
2. t1458bb4E 01 
2.ao0305t1E 01 
2.ts1426l!>E 01 








































4, 07841t lBE-01 































l .. "t549701tE 00 
l.1t5t1217bE 00 
1. 4b l5'i,59E 00 





l .48J2716E 00 
l.487l2.93E 00 
1 ... 9128 ~°'E 00 
l.4951t262E 00 
J.. 49%824E 00 
1. 5039349E 00 
1. 5082141 E 00 
l.512b753E 00 
le5l116eilE 00 
1. 52lb808E 00 
l. 52b2022E 00 
1.53072.07E 00 
1.!.t3523b'i,f 00 
1. 5.397"44E 00 
l .5'i,1t21t00 E 00 
l.5487191tE 00 
1. ~5ll78BE 00 
l .5576ll4E 00 
1. 5b2018H 00 
l.5bb31:l43E 00 
l.570089.2E 00 
1. 5H9321E 00 




1. 5951 Oti lE 00 
1,5989UIOE 00 
l.602b525E 00 




l .6l969S7E 00 
l.62'7932E 00 
lo6257925E 00 
l .621:lb91t5E 00 
l.031=>031E 00 
l.6342173E 00 
l .o308456E 00 
1.03'i3B52E 00 
l .641831HE 00 
1. c442041 E 00 
l eb4b4863E 00 
l e64tlo845E 00 
YI 1) 






l .6!i"t8857E 03 
1. b650342E 03 
l .075lb2"6f 03 




l. l295<t39E 03 
l.14l4712E 03 
l, 7536951E 03 
l.7bbl990E 03 
1.77905tUE 03 
l. 79234b2E 03 
l ,trne.0044E 03 
l.8l9b470E 03 
1, 8331619E 03 
l.84655b6E 03 
1 .8598359 E 03 
1. t173006bE 03 
l.B860730E 03 
1.8990398 E O 3 
1. 9119091+£ 03 
l e9246843E 03 
1.93136:>lE 03 
11 950005oC 03 
l ,96256B4E 03 
l.97~0513E 03 
1.9874521E 03 
l .9Q91693E :>3 





2, 0715488E 03 
2.0&27't73E 03 
l.093b460E 'l3 
2, l042b25E 03 
2.ll46045E 03 
2.121tb829E ::,3 
.:?, l345100E 03 
2. l41t0969E 03 
z. 15H529E 03 
2.l625879E 03 
2olll51i~1E )3 
2. l804402E 03 
2.18'ill.HOE OJ 
2.19lb892E 03 




9. 5255.HlE O.!. 
9.6364.!.09E O.!. 
'i. 1" ll 5197E O.i:: 
9.1'15Hbl.!.1: 02 
9.9680l49E. 02 
1. 0071932t 03 
l.Ol8Hl4E 03 
l .0296',11JE. 03 
l.04C5969c 03 
1.0 5 l29ot:,f O 3 
le Oo20bb'+E 03 
l.072Y7 JbE 03 
1.001too1'ilc o;; 
1. 0953!i'+OE 03 
1.l06b843E: 03 




lo l6465llE 03 
le l 1648HE 03 





l. 21t33430E 03 






1. 312160~ 03 
,l.32ll025E 03 
l, 3298l08E 03 
l.33829301: 03 
l134M5dE 03 
1. 3S1t5923E 03 
l.3b24148f: 03 
l .36'185't5E 03 
1. 3769bl:l6E 02) 
l.383751ilt'.: 03 
1. 3':i02oOJE O:J 
l.39C4d83E 03 
l.4024!>.l4E 03 




l .4288054E O_,; 
t. 433528of:. OJ 
l.4380'>lb9E 03 
l e442501i&E 03 




ti. 4l 74365E 02 














7 • 7460b45E 02 







a • .ti-00b6b5E 02 
lio't783398E 02 
0. 554Slo9E 02 
8.6299731E 02 
8.70J80l3E 02 
8, 7762329E 02 
& .B472290E 02 
8.916891t5E 02 
8,91i4fl096E 02 
9 .0509839 E 02 
9,115383.iE 02 











9 .7379150E C2 
9. 7763989E 02 
9.Bl31323E 02 
9.84t11934E 02 
9. 88lb650C 02 
9.(jiHOQ39E -02 
9 .9450806 E 02 
9.97491 lOE .02 
l.00035451f 03 






d. tiSOE 00 




9. J.OOE 00 




9. 350E 00 
9,4COE 00 
9.450E 00 
9. 500E 00 
9. 5!tOE 00 
9.600E 00 
9. 650E CCI 
9.100£ 00 






1. oo,e 01 
1.0lOE 01 
1.cue 01 





1. (l45E: (11 
1,0SOE 01 
l.05SE 01 







l e095E 01 
lo lOOE 01 
lel05E 01 




1, l30E 01 
l.135E 01 
l.140E 01 
1. lit5E 01 







1. noe 0-1 
lel15E 0.1 
1. 18DE 01 














It. 290b58bE 01 
4.30U321E 01 
4.3113901E 01 
4e l209198E 01 
4.J2998i1U 01 
"· 3J86581E 01 
"• 34blt21SE 01 
4.J526108E 01 
4.357lt890E 01 












"• 3480362E 01 
... 3420029£ 01 
4e3355392E 01 


















It• (l6 7121f9E Dl 
't .0"705.lOE O 1 
It. C267C1"E 01 
lteOO&lOBlE 01 





3. bl66Jl0E: 01 
3.b3l91144E 01 
3. 6't927l7E 01 
3• b6l92Dt.lc 01 
J.6U337t.E 01 
3. 689b~98E 01 
1.1ooooooe 01 
3e 1000000E 01 
l. 7000000E 01 
3. 7000000E 01 
3. 7000000E 01 
3. lOOOOOOE 01 
3. 7000000E 01 
3. 7COOOOOE: 01 
lo 7000000E 01 
le 7000000E 01 
1. 1ooooooe 01 
3.JOOOOOOE 01 
l. 7000000E 01 
l, 7000000E 01 
l. 7000000E Ol 
3. 70000DOE. 01 
3. 1ooooooe o 1 
3.1ooooooe 01 
3. J:OOOOOOE: Ol 
1.10.oooooe 01 
3. lOOOOOOE 01 
3 • 1000000£ 01 
J. 7ooooooe 01 
3• 7000000c 01 
le lOOOOOOE 01 
3_. ,ooooooe 01 
J.l~OOOE 01 
1.1ooooooe 01 
3. 1000000£ 01 
3. lQOOOOOE 01 
J.6912933& 01 
3. t.illl631E 01 
J.661t2331tE 01 
3eM-97025E 01 
3. 6346344E 01 
3.6191238£ 01 




lo 5]21271f 01 





]. 4lZb5SoE 01 
J.::191.2537£ 01 
l. 3H6't4'JE 01 
3. 34495851: 01 
Y( 19J 
3.00000001:: 01 
3. COOOOOOE 01 
3.oooooooc 01 
3 .00000001:: 01 
J. OOOOOOOE: 01 
3 .oooooooe o 1 
3. OO_OOOOOE 01 
3. ooooooot o 1 
3.0000000E 01 
3. OOOOOOOE 01 
3 .oooooooe 01 
1.oooooooe 01 
3 • OOOOOOOE O l 
3 .oooooooe · o 1 
3. OOOOOOOE 01 
3.0000000E 01 
3.0000000E 01 




3 .oooooooe 01 
3. OOOOOOOE 01 
1.oooooooe 01 
3.0000000E 01 
J. OOOOOOOE 01 
1.0000000• 01 
3.0000000E 01 





1. oooooooe 01 
l, OOOOOOOE O l 
3.0000000E 01 
3. oooooooe 01 
3 .oooooooe. 01 
3.00DOOOOE 01 
1.ooooooOE 01 
3 .0000000 E O 1 
3. OOOOOOOE 01 
3.0000000E 01 
3 .oooooooe 01 
2, 99l'lib82E 01 
2 ,980 ... 'tS,91:; 01 
2.9663010£ 01 
2.9515915E 01 
2. 9364227£ 01 
Z.9.2:0t1664E 01 
2 .g0'99606E 01 
2. 1887878E 01 
2e87Z3633E 01 






















oft• 31t93682 E-01 



































4 • olt460142E-01 
lt.44HL90E-Ol 
't.4'r95702f:-01 
4. itS 12 71t3E-O l 
'r'IZS I 
l .b50802c,E 00 
l .bSZd4lbE 00 





1. bb3l660E 00 
l e66lt5451E 00 










l ,t,749487E 00 
1.6lS501t7E 00 
le fl 760llt9E 00 
l .0764S41E 00 
1.c,769l't2E 00 
l.6772861E 00 
l .6776009£ 00 
l.6778641E 00 
l .6 7808.lili-E 00 
l.6782056E 00 
1. 6 la'tl24E 00 
l .6785281E 00 
l.6l86l 'i5E 00 
l e6l8681"E 00 
1.6187 ZZ4E DO 
l• 6?81l76E 00 
le6l16718E 00 






1. 6715208£ DO 
1.0 712709.E 00 
l.6'169921tE 00 
1, 6766153E 00 
1. 6il63535E 00 
1.6 759949.E 00 
l.6756163! 00 
l.675Zl311E 00 







SJMUi..ATlON PROGRAM CiPTIMAl CClNTROl PARAMETER COt,BlNATlON 
VI 21 VUOI Vll91 VIUI YU5) 
3, 9139.34JE 01 3, 3204025E 01 Z.781SU5E 01 "•lt529't4~E"':'O l 1,.711245! 00 
3.8&8b551E 01 l.2¥51416£ 01 2,761172,E 01 4. lt5'+5147E-Ol l.67D't7&t! 00 
3. 86,ll&OME 01 3.2692993E 01 z.7403l66E 01 'telt5.&19'2~01 l.H9100H 00 
3, 83olil20E 01 .3. 21t29668E 01 .2:. 7190dlU 01 lte4577148E-Ol 1.6690950!. DO 
.3e80962biE 01 J.2162Zlt7E 01 2,~97444-ZE 01 "'• 459.3221.E-Ol 1.,6136071! 00 
3e 7H-'t81'tE 01 l,U•Ul7f Ol 2.6754895.E 01 4 .4t&Oi3-4t3E-Ol l.6615987£ 00 
.3,HSOZ't7E 01 l, lbl7477E 01 2,65321l!E OJ 4e 4b2.30UE•Ol 1.6661081E 00 
Y( 11 
2. 2000000£: 03 
l. .2000000 E 03 
l.2000000E 03 
l.2000000E 03 




i.. 2ooooooe 03 
2.2ooooooe 03 
2. zooooooe 03 
2. zooooooe o 3 
2.2000000.e 03 
2 • 2000000.E O 3 
Z • 2000000.E O 3 
2.2000000.e 03 
2. 200000Qf 03 
2.2000000E: 03 
2.2ooooooe 01 
2 • 2000000.e 03 
2 .2000000 E O 3 
z. 2ooooooe 01 
.2.2ooooooe 03 
4!.2000000.E 03 
2. 2000000£ 03 
2.2000000.e 03 
2. 2ooooooe 03 
2. 2000000E 03 
2 .2.ooooooe 03 
2. zooooooe 03 
2.2ooooooe 03 
2.2000000,e 03 
z. 2:000000E 03 
2.zooooooe 01 
2. 2000000E 03 
2. 2000000E 03 
2 e2000000 E OJ 
2 • 2000000£ 03 
z .2ooooooe 03 
2.2:ooooooe 03 
2:. ZOOOOOOE 03 
2.2000000.e 03 
2. 2000000.e 03 
2. ZOOOOOOE 03 
2 • .zooooooe a3 
2.zooooooe Ol 
2 • 2000000.E 03 
2, ZOOOOOOE Ol 
2 .2ooooooe Q3 
2 • 2000000E 03 
Z,lOOOOOOE Ol 
2.2ooooooe Ol 








2e lflll053E 03 
2el59527iE 03 
.2 .150078 lE 03 
2. U03635E 03 
2, l.303909 E OJ 















1. 48959't2E 03 
le't909ti90E 03 
l.4921B'tbE 03 
le 't93193bE 03 
l.49't0598E 03 
l.4947913 E 03 




l e't970059C OJ 
le49701U5E 03 
l e49702b9E 03 
l .•9b8lOOC 03 
le4965'td3E 03 
l .4961843E 03 
l. 4957lb8E 03 
l.lt95Z295E 03 
l.494bb3bE OJ 
l. 't9'tO't4-4E 03 
1. 't933B31E 03 




l• 't877S32E 03 
l.lt8b33't.::E 03 
1. lt81t86 7'-'E 03 
le't83305-4E 03 
1 .... 817075 E 03 
lelt800.354E 03 





1. 46 790b0E OJ 
le4656199f 03 
Le4b3.26.J2C 03 





PAGE • IF .... 
Vllb• 
1. 44664bii:£ 03 
1."'t337J8E Ol 




l .'t2498dJE OJ 
Y(21 I 











1. 02l't92.2:E 03 
l.0285l69E 03 
l .0295964E 03 





1. 0331260E OJ 
1.0334629£ 03 
l .0337S05E 03 
1. 03399't6E 03 






l e03370bl E 03 
1. 0331t646E 03 
le0331958E 03 
t .0328989E 03 
1.032578',f 03 
t.032ll30E 03 
le 0315cl'tOE 03 
1,0309758E 03 
1.0303381E 03 
1. 0296431£ 03 













l e0155034 E 03 
l .014150bE 03 
l eD126563E 03 
leOll0537E 03 










UYSlf'IP SJMULATIC.N PKGGkAiH OPT INAL CONTROL PMAMETCk COMBINATION PAGE 5 Gf- RUN l 
TIMf 
• .ooooe oo 





1. 8000f 00 
a.1oooe oo 
a •• aaoe oo 
e.1ccoe oo 
~.ooooe oo 
9. 3000E 00 
9 .ooooe oo 
9 .9000E 00 
. 1.02oof 01 
1.osooe 01 
1 .oaooe 01 
l ollOOf 01 
l .l400E 01 
l,l 700E 01 
1. 2000E 01 
v, u • 
YI 91 • 
.,., 181 • 
YI 4J • 
YUH • 
YI 211 • 
2.13lf O 1 
lol97E 01 
c;. 284£ 00 
2.390E 01 
2 .ao•e 01 
2. 455E 01 
SYMHUL "' 1, SCALE fACTCfl: • 1.oooe 00 
SYMl:WL = 2, SCALE FACTOR • l,OOOE 00 
SYHHOL ... 3, SCALE FACTOR • 8,000E-01 
SYHliOL a 4, SCALE FACTOR a 3,000E 00 
SYHllOL • 5, SCALE FAC. TOR • 3, OOOE 00 
SYMBOL • ti, SCALE FACTOR • z.oooe 00 
SYMBOL • •, FOR COJNC.lOENT POINTS 
Y( 11 • 
Y t 9) "" 
't( lt:11 a 
Vt 4J • 
V 1121 • 






4. 455E 01 
.1. 32, • •• , ,,64 •• 5 ••• , ••••••••••••••• , , , •••• • ••••• • •• ·-··· •••••••• , ••••••••••• , •••• , •• •, •• , ••• , , ••• , , •• 
1 32 , • 5 
1 32 • 1>4 5. 
l •• .s 
l •• •• 5 . . . . . . . 
•••••• 1 ••••• •••••• ··"~· .s ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 • • 't6 5 
1. • • 't 65 • 
l 23 • 't 65 • 
, .1 Z.3 '-" 65. • • • • , • • 
•••••••••••• 1 ••••••• z::1 ••••• ~••65· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
23 4 65 
l Z 3 !t •• 
1 2 3 .'t56 
• 1 23.4* • , • • 
••••••••••••••••••• 1 •••••••• 2..3 •• 't* ••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 2 3 6• 
,l .236* 
l Z 3 *it • 
• , , 1 • ZJ*lt • • • , • • 
• • •• , • • ••••••••••••• • •• , •• 1 •••••• , ··2,3654i-•• • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•5 • 
1. 2 ,•5 • 
1 .26• 4 
• • • • l • Zb• 4 • • , , , , 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 ••••••••••• ,3.,lt •••••••• ~ ••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I <>• 3 4 
1 1>52 3.4 
1. 1>5234 
, , • • 1 65 Z 3 4 , • , • • 
•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 •••• t:i. s •• z.3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
65 • 2 34 • 
165. 2.34 • 
16 ,. 2 • • . . , . . •s. 2 •· , • • , 
•, • •• , • •••••••• , • •.,. • • •••• •,, •.• • • •• • • •• • •• •,,,, 6 ••• •, ••••• 2 •••• , •, • •• , ••••• , • •• • • • •,, •• , , , •, • •• , , •• • 
651 2 • 
6.51 .243 
6.5 l , 243 
• • • • 65 • 2't3 • , • , 
·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••····•·s ••••• 1 •••••• 2 .... 3 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6 5 1. • 3. 
I> 5 .1 • 3 
6 5 • l •,3 
• .• , • 65 • 1 1t.2 , • , 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0., •••••••••••• 1 •••• tt.z.3 ........................... . 
6 5 4 2 3 
•• 5 1., Z 3 
6, 5 1 4 23 • 
, • • • , b. 5 • • • Z 3. , • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••• ••••••••••••• •• ,6,s •••••••••••••••• •••••*• ••• z. 3, •••••••••••••••••.•• 
6,5 41 2.,3 
"· 5 4 1 2 l 
ib, S 4 l ,2 3 
, • • , .• 6. 5 • • It 1. 2 3 , , 
, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,6.,5.,, ......................... 1 •• 2.3 ••••••••••••••• 
6,5 4 l.ll. 
6.5 4el23, 
6, 5 4 , l 2 3 , 
, , , . • • 6. 5 , • 't , 12 3. • 
• • •, •,, ••••• •, •. • •, •,,., •• •, • • • •,,, •, ••• , • • • ... • • .6., 5.,, •• , , • •,, • •• • •, • •,,,,, ••• •, •,,,, 12. ,. • • •,, • •.•• 
6. 5 It. lZ.3 
6 5 •• 123 
6 5 4 123 
, , , , • 6 5 • • It •• 3 • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••• e. ••• 5 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 •••••••••••• 3 ••••••• 
•• 5 4 213 
,6 5 ,4 2• 
.6 5 ,4 2• 
, , , • • • 6 5 , , • "- , 2• , 
•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••6•·5·······••••••••·•••···-·····•••••••••• ··"·*•••• 
· • 6 5 " z• • 
, 6 5 , • ._ 231 , 
65, •• 231 • 
• • • • • • 05. • .4 • 231 • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ta.s ..................................... ~.231 •• 
6 5 • 4 23 1. 
b ·5 • it . 23 1. 
• 5 4 23 1. 
• , , • 6. S • • it ~ 23 1 • 
••••••• •• •••• ••·•••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,6,5., ••••••••••••••••••••• 4 •••••••• 2..3.1~ 
.65 4 23 1. 
• .. , 4 23 1. 
65 It Z .3 1. 
• • • • • • • 1>5 • • 4 • 23 1 • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,, •••••••••••••••••••• 1t •••••• 23_ •• 1 •• 
65 • 4 • 23 1 • 
•• 4,231• 
•• 4 , 23 1 
• • • • • • • 4 .2 3 1 • 
••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• •• ·~···································-· •••••••••••••••••••••• 1t •• 2.3 •• 1 ••••• 
• 56 4 2, 3 l 
, S6 It 23 l 
51> 423. 1 
, , , , , , , 56, •.l •. 1 • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• s.6 ....... 2• ••• 1.~ ••••••• 
5. 6 2 34 1 
5 • l 4 1, 
, * 36 "tl • 
• 2 • •• • 
.......................................................... _ •••••••••••••••••••••• z.3 •• 51,1to •••••••••••• 
91 
OPT I HAl C LINTK.Ol )o)ARAMt:TE:R COHB INA Tl UN ._,Ai.iE 5 Uf RUN 
Yt 5J ... a.399E-Ol SYl11iLL .. 1, SCALE FACTOR "' 6.0001:-02 YC SI l.440f 00 
"Ytl3) a le8't'tE 00 SYJ4tl!.JL -= 2, SCALE fAC. TOR ,. 3.000E-01 YH3) "' 4.81t4E 00 
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